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An 
Independent 
Student 
Voice me BG news Bowling Green, Ohio 
Aide takes blame 
for burglary case 
t*4kA 
Class 
comfort 
New—hf WJ—wCOwrt 
The toft grou and balmy breeies sure beat a hoi, Huffy classroom. Outside, 
you can kick off your shoes, lio down, and ovon calch a fow ray*. Students in a 
philosophy ethics clan taught by Michael Robins, assistant professor of 
philosophy, onjoy tho sunshine and the scenery on the lawn behind University 
Hall. 
WASHINGTON (API Another (op 
level executive quil the Nixon adminis- 
tration yesterday, accepting full 
responsibility for dispatching a team of 
burglars to rifle Daniel Ellsberg's 
psychiatric files 
With public confidence in our 
government already shaken by the 
Watergate affair, and with the 
complete affirmation of your personal 
integrity so imperative at this time. I 
cannot remain in the administration." 
F.mil Krogh wrote President Nixon. 
KROGH WAS undersecretary of 
transportation, a $42.500-a-year job he 
look last January after leaving a White 
House post as assistant to John I) 
F.hrlichmaii 
His resignation brought the number 
ol high echelon people leaving or being 
fired from the administration to at 
least 10. including F.hrlu hman. who 
had been Nixon's top domestic .ISSIS 
tant 
The 33-year-old Krogh had said ear 
lier he agreed to the burglary mission 
hatched by Watergate conspirators (i 
Gordon Liddy and I- Howard Hum 
whom he had hired as plumbers" to 
investigate leaks of the Pentagon 
Papers 
Hunt has testified thai he and l.iddy 
supervised the burglary of the office of 
Or Lewis Fielding in Beverly Hills. 
Calif. He said he and Liddy 
photographed Fielding's office and 
cased the operation a week in advance 
HE SAID THEY returned Sept 3. 
1971. and acted as lookouts while three 
Cubans searched the files of Kllsberg, 
'Lounge only' visitation to be offered 
By Jim Wnstrmu 
Staff Reporter 
About 285 dormitory spaces will be 
used next year for students with a 
lounge only ' visitation policy 
Fayetla Paulsen, associate dean of 
students, said yesterday that Mooney 
Hall in Founders Quadrangle and the 
third floor of Kohl Hall will be used for 
students with the "lounge only" policy 
The policy allows a resident to meet 
a person of the opposite sex in the 
lounge, but does not allow visitation in 
the student's room 
PAULSEN said a committee 
studying visitation policies recom- 
mended that the "lounge only" 
alternative be eliminated because only 
about 30 of the approximately 8.000 on- 
campus residents are using it this 
year. 
But  she  added   some  people  still 
believed there was a need to offer the 
option to students and parents 
About 200 students started this year 
with the "lounge only" policy. Paulsen 
said. 
"Many changed their minds after 
they were here a month 1 think some 
of those with the policy next year will 
also change their minds after u while." 
she said 
Paulsen said students will be allowed 
to move to a hall with a different policy 
White House blasted 
WASHINGTON (API-James W. 
McCord Jr says he is convinced the 
White House tried to blame the Central 
Intelligence Agency (CIA) for political 
espionage conducted by President 
Nixon's re-election campaign 
The statement by the former Nixon 
campaign security chief, who faces up 
to 45 years in jail on his conviction in 
the Watergate case, was disclosed on 
the heels of these developments 
-Former CIA deputy director 
Robert Cushman cut short a European 
tour by several days to return to 
Washingon for talks with the Justice 
Department and congressional com- 
mittees. 
CUSHMAN authorized CIA help to 
White House aides who planned (he 
1971 burglary of (he office of Daniel 
Ellsberg's psychiatrist bu( (he CIA 
says Cushman cu( off (he aid six days 
before (he breakin after a subordinate 
became convinced (he operation was a 
domestic clandestine operation" for- 
bidden (o (he CIA by law 
Gen. Cushman is now Marine Corps 
commandant 
-The Justice Department refused to 
make any comment on why it had with- 
held information about the CIA's assis- 
tance to E. Howard Hunt who 
received false identification papers, a 
camera disguised as a tobacco pouch, a 
recorder, a wig, glasses and a speech- 
altering device before the Ellsberg 
burglary 
CIA OFFICIALS told the Justice 
Department about this aide a( least as 
early as last December, and reportedly 
as early as October, when Hunt was 
under indic(men( for the Watergate 
raid 
-Two Senate committees ordered 
CIA director James Schlesinger and 
other past and present CIA officials to 
Capitol Hill to give formal explana 
lions 
McCord. a CIA agent with more than 
19 years' experience, had retired 
before he was arrested inside the head- 
quarters of the Democratic party in 
the Watergate last June 17 
IN HIS MEMO to Senate and govern- 
ment    investigators.    McCord    said 
intense pressure" was put on some of 
the defendants in the Watergate (rial 
l.isi January in order to help clear offi- 
cials of (he Committee for the Re-Elec- 
tion of the President and the White 
House ol any responsibility for the 
Watergate bugging 
McCord said his stand against that 
"ploy" may have been (he reason i( 
was no( used in (he (rial 
"By now. I was completely con- 
vinced ih.ii (he White House was 
behind (he idea and ploy which had 
been presented, and (hat (he White 
House was (urmng ruthless, and would 
do whatever was politically expedient 
at any one particular point in time to 
accomplish its own ends." the memo 
said 
McCord said he also had become con- 
vinced Hut (he White House had fired 
CIA director Richard Helms and 
replaced him wilh Schlesinger "to lay 
(he f.MInti.iti..ii for claiming (ha( the 
Watergate operadon was a CIA opera- 
don and ... to be able to claim lha( 
Helms had been fired for it" 
McCord said (here were indicaiions 
as early as las! July, (he mon(h after 
(he Watergate arres(s. (ha( (he Nixon 
eleclion campaign "was claiming (ha( 
(he Watergate operadon was a CIA 
operation " 
if (here are vacancies  in (he o(her 
units 
Unlike (his year, (he opdons offered 
in (he residence halls will remain (he 
MUM all (hree quarters nex( year. 
D. J. Kerns, junior (Ed.) and a 
resideni advisor (KA) in Mooney Hall, 
said she is afraid of (he new policy now 
being offered in her hall 
1 ilon l Hunk its going (o benefif 
anyone," she said "Two years ago a 
policy was established to integrate 
freshmen with upperclassmen. and I 
have a feeling Mooney will be all 
freshmen next year " 
SHE SAID the policy will also hinder 
ItAs. "If we are expected to enforce 
the policy. HAs will (urn into 24-hour 
policemen." 
Kern said she will be an RA in 
Mooney Hall next year 
Therese Bushner. Mooney Hall 
director, said she seriously doubts if 
165 women will choose the "lounge 
only" policy. 
"I feel that we'll have women inhere 
that will be here because there was no 
other space available and that will 
cause problems when they see the 
other options available.'' she said. 
Seth Patton, Kohl Hall director, said. 
I don't think the third floor ol Kohl 
will be filled with the lounge only' 
people." 
He said if there are less than 65 men 
with the policy, they will probably be 
assigned to the third floor of the newer 
section of the dormitory 
Patton said Kohl's third floor 
contains between 110 and 120 living 
spaces 
Paulsen said she thinks there will be 
enough students opting for the policy to 
fill the two areas 
SHE BASED her prediction on the 
number of students who signed up for 
that policy at the beginning of this 
year. 
She said students will not need 
signed cards with parental permission 
for their chosen visitation policies next 
year. 
"We're doing it differently this year 
by sending letters to parents informing 
them of all the options available." 
She said all parents will also be 
advised of the option chosen by their 
son or daughter. 
One reason the University is not 
using the signed cards is because some 
students signed in their parents' 
names, she said. 
now on (rial for stealing the Pentagon 
Papers 
Krogh's resignation came as the 
White House moved to recover original 
documents that former presidential 
counsel John W Dean III secreted in a 
bank safe deposit box before he was 
fired by Nixon 
Dean had sent the keys to the box to 
Chief I' S Dist Judge John J Sirica 
saying (hat on one hand he feared they 
would otherwise be destroyed and. on 
the other, (hat he iDeani had no right 
to them since he no longer had security 
clearance 
"As Mr Dean acknowledges, these 
documents may have a bearing' on the 
subjects under investigation by the 
Watergate grand jury, the govern- 
ment's brief said It voiced no objec- 
tion to copies being held by the court 
and by prosecutors 
THE SPECIAL Senate Watergate 
committee, due to begin hearings May 
17. also is expected to ask lor a copy 
Dean, who reportedly told investiga- 
tors he can link Nixon to the coverup of 
the Watergate scandal, has been sub 
poenaed to appear before the Senate 
committee. Sources said the commit- 
tee will consider testimonial immunity 
for Dean if he will not tesdly freely 
olherwise 
Khrlichman and former While House 
chief of s(aff II R, Haldeman were a( 
(he federal courlhouse yes(erday (o 
appear before (he Watergate grand 
jury. 
Anodier former administradon aide. 
Charles W. Colson. mel a( (he court- 
house again with federal prosecutors 
and was expected (o go before (he 
grand jury later 
There was Wa(erga(e-relaled 
activity ont'apitol Hill 
AT THE START of his confirmation 
hearing to be attorney general. Elliot 
L. Richardson said he would delegate 
full responsibility for the Watergate 
investigation to a special prosecutor- 
but said he would not surrender final 
authority. 
"It's not a matter of needing some- 
one to mind the store on all other 
matters." he told the Senate Judiciary 
Committee. "I must be answerable for 
what the attorney general does and 
what the special prosecutor does." 
Black sorority house to close 
By Scott Srredoa 
Mauglag Editor 
The University will close the Delta 
Sigma The l a sorority house and pro- 
bably raze it before next fall. J. Claude 
Scheuerman. vice president for opera- 
tions, said yesterday. 
Delta Sigma Theta. also known as 
the Wooster House, is located between 
South Hall and Founders Quadrangle 
It is the only black greek house on 
campus Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity 
has a house at 130 S. Prospect St. 
Costs of renovating the house and 
inadequate fire protection necessitate 
the closing. Scheuerman said. 
Black greeks state views 
The Coalition of Black Greeks has 
issued a statement on the current 
housing shortage on campus for black 
greeks. In part it reads 
"At the end of the school year, the 
Wooster House, inhabited by the sis- 
ters of Delta Sigma Theta sorority, will 
be closed and probably lorn down 
during the summer This will require 
that the sorority find housing else- 
where for (he upcoming school year 
"Being uprooted from (he Wooster 
House would not be such a drastic 
move for the sisters of the sorority if 
they were to receive the alternate 
housing that was promised them when 
they accepted the Wooster House on a 
temporary basis in 1970. 
"At that time, they were told that 
they would only be living in the 
Wooster House for one year while 
other small group housing accomoda- 
Uoos were obtained. 
They were led to believe thai they 
would receive first priority for any 
small group dwelling that became 
vacant During the course of these 
three years this has not been the case. 
"The Deltas are not only losing their 
house but are being forced into a take 
it or leave it' situation concerning the 
acceptance of the Harshman Garden' 
apartments as an alternate housing 
plan for the upcoming school year. 
The brothers of Omega Psi Phi and 
Kappa Alpha Psi have also been 
offered a wing of the Garden apart- 
ments, but they prefer not to accept 
housing there. 
"The black greeks do not feel that 
Harshman is conducive to greek life 
nor are they willing to accept arrange- 
ments offered by the University to 
make it a more viable living place. 
"We feel that even with these 
changes Harshman would not  be  a 
viable setting for minority living and 
would not in any way enhance our 
black experience at the University. 
"The black greek organizations are 
convinced that the University can and 
should give consideration to long range 
housing plans for the future We feel 
that it is important to make plans for 
the continued livelihood of black 
greeks on the Bowling Green campus. 
"At this tune we are interested in ob- 
taining a binding commitment from 
the University that we can depend on 
in as much as the University has 
recently poured the large sum of 51 7 
million to renovate New Fraternity 
Row and campus dormitories, and also 
appropriated sums ranging from 
182.000 to $121,000 for further house 
renovations, we merit our organiza- 
tions as being highly deserving of 
separate, small group living accommo- 
dations." 
UNIVERSITY ARCHITECTS did an 
engineering study of the house, and 
estimated it would take a minimum of 
$49.150 to renovate the facility. 
The architects also said the house 
was unsafe because of its wooden 
structure. 
The University has offered to house 
the sorority in the "Garden Apart- 
ments" in Harshman Quadrangle, four 
corridors of rooms, one in each wing of 
the Quadrangle. They include 12 rooms 
with two beds each and are sealed off 
from the rest of the dormitory. 
The only access to the rooms would 
be from an outside door. 
Scheuerman said the rooms are 
"ideally suited for alterations for 
small group living units. 
He said the decision to close the 
house was made prior to (he April 5 
meeting of the University Board of 
Trustees. 
ALISON JONES, sophomore (Ed ) 
and president of Delta Sigma Theta, 
said she was informed of the decision 
the second or third week in April. 
She said (he sororiiy house "is con- 
sidering" (he University's offer to live 
in Harshman Quadrangle. 
•We really have no olher alter- 
native, especially because we found out 
so late." she said. 
She said the sorority would like to 
have an individual housing unit com- 
parable to other on-campus greek 
facilities. 
Eugene Beatty. director of buildings 
and facilities, said the house received a 
complete renovation before the 
sorority moved in during 1970. Jones 
said there have been no other major 
renovations in the last three years. 
Barbara Keller, advisor to the Pan- 
Hellenic Coun "il. said the sorority was 
given $2,835 during this academic year 
from the Student Renovations Board 
for minor renovations 
ARDENIA JONES, graduate student 
and member of the sorority, said the 
University made a commitment to give 
the sorority permanent housing one 
year after it moved into the Wooster 
House. 
Keller, however, said she knew of no 
written policy that expressed this 
commitment. 
SCHEUERMAN SAID the Univer- 
sity has extended the lease for Alpha 
Phi Alpha fraternity for the next two 
years 
He said he hopes the University can 
find other housing for the fraternity 
before the lease expires. 
The Alpha Phi Alpha house has never 
received money (or major renovations 
DAVID NEUMAN. assistant to the 
University architect, said the Univer- 
sity did not ask his office to study that 
house since the University does not 
own the property. 
Dr Richard Eakin. vice provost for 
student affairs, said yesterday he 
intends to form a committee to study 
small group living units. 
He said greek units wi(hou( campus 
housing, particularly (he recognized 
greek orgamzadons. are interested in 
these facilities. 
low water pressure is just one of the conditions that would 
have to bo renovated for the Delta Sigma Theta sorority house 
to keep its present location. Tho sorority has been offered a 
wing of Harshman Quadrangle as alternative housing. 
Pof 2/TK. tO Nowi, Thunrf^. May 10. 1*73 
epiTGRiaLS 
say cheese 
The University's latest attempt to improve Campus safely 
and protection beats them all 
Dale Shaffer, director ol Campus Safely, announced 
Tuesday that a $2(1.000 camera protection system would In- 
itialled on lop ol the University Library this summer 
He said the two zoom lens cameras would cover the east end 
ol campus from the Education Hldg to Mercer Koad and 
would monitor any problems, including traffic, pedestrian, 
parking lots and fire disorders 
The rafety conditions on this campus are In need of improve 
ment, but the University's new Dr. T .1 Kckloburg eyes arc 
hardly S viable solution 
At a time when the University Is hiking lees and slashing 
budgets, it is showing a disregard lor its concerns as a 
learning institution and supplanting them with tactics worthy 
oi a military state. 
We Hunk a program improving the lighting ol the campus 
and the strengthening ol Campus Security's lool patrol would 
bo a more workable way to treat the problem 
\s it stands now. the University's vigilance over each of our 
actions on campus is an insult to our freedom. Another 
alternative must ho established 
372-2151 
There is only one alternative lei! for those students who are 
concerned about the issue ol drinking and smoking al 
concerts 
The meeting at 4 this afternoon to discuss the issue was no) 
made open to lhe public. 
The only input granted students by Dr. Richard Kakin, vice 
provost for student affairs, was the chance to submit 
suggest ions and or comments m writing. 
They will IK- read al the meeting by a Sludenl Body 
Organization officer 
This method Of input Is not acceptable to many students who 
don't want someone else explaining their ideas for them 
Al this late date, when Dr. Kakin has Indicated thai the 
policy could bo completed within days, there's just one thing 
left; any student with comments or recommendations should 
schedule an appointment with l)r  Kakin todiscuss the issue 
II you don't want someone else telling the committee what 
you think, call Dr. Kakin s office at 372-2151. 
There isn't much time left. Do it lod.i\ 
opinion 
dorm policy irks ra's 
Foaadert' Rriidril Adviiori 
Goes! ColamaifU 
in reviewing the housing policy that 
you have derided upon, we as the 
resident advisors (present and future! 
of Founders (Quadrangle have found a 
few inconsistencies in what this 
University says and what this 
University does 
These issues pertain to all residents 
but are especially concerned with 
Founders Quad and Kohl Hall 
The tlniversitv as an institution 
cannot act in LOCO PARENTIS. nor 
does it attempt to do so" I BGSU 
General Bulletin 1972-741 Evidently, 
you are trying to appease the few 
parents who might wish their 
daughters to live without male 
visitation 
BUT HOW MANY parents refuse to 
allow men in their homes'' Will fathers 
be refused from seeing rooms which 
many of them have paid for? 
Our rooms are our homes for nine 
months Let us live in them with at 
least the same privileges that a home 
offers. 
There are only IB people living on 
campus with lounge visitations only, 
and this is with parental signatures 
What makes you think that 305 spaces 
will be filled when parental permission 
is not required 
"University residence halls are to 
provide a physical environment to 
further the academic, cultural and 
personal development of their resident 
student'' (BGSU General Bulletin 1972- 
74). 
UNIVERSITY POLICY has turned 
away from the concept of freshman 
residence halls because of what 
freshmen can learn by living with 
upperclassmen Very few 
upperclassmen. if any. will sign to live 
in Mooney Hall 
Freshmen will be forced into no 
visitation whether they signed for it or 
not simply because of the lack of space 
in other dorms Recollections of 
former all-freshmen dorms with no 
visitation show more damage done and 
an atmosphere much less conducive to 
study 
We have seen in Founders that the 
24-hour floors are quieter than the 12- 
hoor-floors    In   addition.   Founders' 
physical proximity to the Music and 
Home Economics Buildings make it 
almost a necessity for women in these 
fields to study to live in Founders. 
THEY ARE BEING limited by the 
three options present here since there 
is no complete 24-hour wing. 
Personal growth is also inhibited 
Many tunes private, emotional or 
family matters need to be discussed 
with fathers, brothers or male friends 
Would you discuss personal problems 
in a main lounge, which is a public- 
area7 
Most often, dorm rooms are the only 
alternative to privacy Suppose a 
resident changes her mind about her 
choice of visitation hours'' 
You have ignored this growth in 
personality by denying the residents 
the option to change hours in the 
middle of the year. 
on the right 
CHANGE OF HOURS has occurred 
so frequently in Founders, that there is 
no reason to believe it will be any 
different next year. 
"It is the aim of the University to 
provide each student with a climate 
which motivates intellectual and 
moral growth, (and) promotes habits 
of mental and physical health " 
(BGSU General Bulletin 1972-74). 
Men often have different way of 
looking at things than women. By 
limiting Mooney residents in visitation 
policy, types stigmatizing Mooney 
women and some Kohl men will be 
detrimental to their mental and social 
well-being. 
When there are more stipulations 
placed upon a student, less 
responsibility is taken and fewer 
opportunities are available for growth 
and maturity 
REALISTICALLY the visitation 
policy should be by room in Mooney 
Hall. If a resident does not want a man 
in ber room, she has the right to refuse 
him. 
But WHY force a whole dorm to live 
under such restriction? 
Knowing that Founders is the only 
quad with no complete 24-hour option 
and in view of the justification 
presented, we propose the following 
that only one corridor in Founders be 
designated as a no-visitation floor with 
the option to change at any tune and 
that one of the four wings becomes a 
complete 24-hour option 
SIMILAR     PROPOSALS     are 
suggested for Kohl 
We are willing to work through the 
system to remedy these discrepencies 
between policy and fact Hopefully the 
system will respons to us 
bock in Indochina... 
9S?ft«? 
WHY, YES, MR. CONNALLY, AS A MATTER OF FACT 
FOR SECOND MATE .   .  . 
WE DO HAVE A VACANCY 
By William F. Backley Jr. 
President Nixon's State of the World 
message to Congress warns Hanoi that 
unless it begins to observe the terms of 
the peace treaty, the United States 
may be forced to renew the war in 
Indochina 
The message moreover warns that 
North Vietnamese duplicity threatens 
the developing harmony in our 
relations with Peking and Moscow 
And. yet again. Mr Nixon reminds 
Hanoi that in the past he has taken 
decisive action under provocation 
Watergate is extremely interesting 
and as serial drama there has been 
nothing in years that could touch it. 
BUT SINCE EVERYBODY in sight 
is spending most of his time testifying 
before senate committees and grand 
juries, I wish someone Mr Kissinger 
is of course the first choice, and failing 
him. the President-would testify in 
answer to certain questions about the 
peace with honor we celebrated last 
January 
1. What reason was there to suppose 
that Hanoi would keep its word'' 1 ask 
the question seriously 
Mr. Kissinger is a very bright 
hombre. and of course would never 
proceed on the assumption that the 
North Vietnamese would abide by an 
agreement merely because they said 
they would abide by an agreement 
What was it that caused him to believe 
that the cease-fire would be observed'' 
2 Did we discern, in the course of the 
negotiations, a critical fatigue in North 
Vietnam which was responsible for 
their sudden willingness to negotiate a 
cease-fire? What was the nature of that 
fatigue? To what extent was it merely 
an inference'' 
A   TACTICAL   VICTORY   of   the 
doveish faction within the North 
Vietnamese politbureau" Did we rely 
on this fatigue0 
Or did we count on the invigoration. 
after the cease-fire, of the peace party 
in North Vietnam'' How heavily did we 
bank on this factor'' How heavilv did 
LeTTers 
new york visitor is misguided 
1 was distressed to read of the 
impression BG students made on our 
New York visitor who was here "for a 
while 
However. 1 was more distressed to 
think that someone would judge 15.000 
on what. 1 am sure, was just a small 
sampling of the student body 
I would like to assure our New York 
visitor that I did not judge New York 
City on the basis of my first 
impressions of it 
I HESITATED TO label it an "icy 
situation.'' despite the fart that people 
did not say hello to strangers (like they 
do in Bowling Green I on the street and 
that they didn't even seem to notice 
that there WERE other people out 
there 
I wasn't bothered by the New 
Yorkers who at first seemed annoyed 
because 1 was so in awe of everything 
they took for granted 
Because when ! approached someone 
and told them I was visiting, 
everything started to change 
Those efficient, too-busy, subway- 
rising machines turned into individuals 
who were interested in me as a visitor, 
and I began to love New York city. 
I FEEL OUR New York visitor was 
unfair in her ihisi judgment, not only 
because 1 am sure it was based on a 
small part of the whole, but also 
because 1 question whether he or she 
really made an attempt to get to know 
any of those girls with "the personality 
of a jar of Maybelline'. or those boys 
driving   fixed   up  gas-eating  cars, 
wearing bell bottom pants." 
Usually people find what they are 
looking for. as likes seem to attract 
Idles, but since our visitor did not. 1 
would like to say. as an academically 
oriented student who does not read 
"Seventeen' and is not looking for a 
husband, that you did not try hard 
enough 
Jennifer E, Blome 
422 Ashley Hall 
walkers contention is false 
In the Thur , Mav 3 issue of The BG 
News, Mark Walker, student 
representative to the Board of 
Trustees, voiced his opposition to the 
Budget Council's decision not to grant 
fee waivers to SBO officers 
He contended SBO candidates 
assumed during most of the campaign 
that they were to receive these 
waivers, and were not informed 
otherwise until just before the election 
AS CO-CHAIRPERSON of the 
Elections and Opinions Board. 1 would 
like to refresh Mr Walker's memory 
On February 12. the Elections Board 
began a series of three mandatory 
meetings for all SBO candidates At 
these meetings these candidates were 
informed of Dr Richard Kakin s 
decision to submit to the budget 
subcouncil a request that fee waivers 
be discontinued due to the financial 
bind the University f inds itself in. 
Dr. Kakin s letter to Elections Board 
was read at those meetings 
Therefore. Mr Walker, it's obvious 
your contention is false. The 
candidates did know, because the co- 
chairpersons of Elections and Opinions 
'Board told them so. 
Joan M. Burda 
Co-Chairperson Elections 
and Opinions Board 
we bank on this factor? 
We spent a very busy year, in 1972. 
ingratiating ourselves with China and 
Russia. 
The public doesn't know everything 
we promised China, though it is 
reasonable to suppose that we were 
forthcoming "--that is a White House 
locution-about Formosa, about 
intelligence reports on the activities of 
the Soviet Army on the border, about 
discouraging any serious move by 
Japan towards rearmament, about 
trade credits and other vulgar 
economic matters 
WE   BAILED  RUSSIA  out  of  an 
excruciating food shortage, made 
major concessions in the SALT 
agreements, promised further arms, 
reduction talks, and vouchsafed them 
Pepsi-Cola. 
Now What did China and Russia 
promise in turn, respecting Indochina"' 
Once again, the question is not 
rhetorical One assumes that they 
promised something 
Whaf Waging constant war in three 
foreign countries-South Vietnam. 
Cambodia. Laos--is extremely 
expensive In fact it is beyond the 
means of small countries like North 
Vietnam. 
Did China and Russia promise, 
subject to the discretion obviously 
required in such matters, to cease 
financing the lndochinese war" Did 
they promise to cease provisioning it 
directlv? 
DID THE WHITE HOUSE have a 
reasonably accurate idea of the 
inventory of arms and ammunition 
held by Hanoi as of last January" 
Is it plain from observation of the 
traffic into Hanoi harbor what has gone 
in there during the past three months 
and from where7 
And finally. 4 What was it 
contemplated that we should do in case 
our reliance on Hanoi, and China, and 
Russia, should prove unwarranted 
Did we communicate to Hanoi during 
the Paris talks exactly what we would 
do under certain circumstances'' 
DID WE MAKE any arrangements 
that would permit South Vietnam to 
launch a meaningful military offensive 
in retaliation against the violations of 
the cease-fire'' 
Or did we simultaneously withhold 
from Saigon such critical weapons as 
strategic aircraft and convey the 
impression that we would not 
ourselves use them against Hanoi 
given the exhaustion of the American 
fighting spirit7 
I'M SORRY, but 1 think there is 
more at stake here than the invasion, 
however deplorable, of the privacy of 
Larry O'Brien, and the subsequent 
cover-up. 
Cover-up. Or is there a common 
denominator in the two melodramas" 
Washington Slat King Faoiures Syndicafr 
let's hear from you 
The lit; News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion 
columns Letters may comment on any other letter column oi 
editorial. 
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words typewritten W e 
ask that columns be no more than lour typed pages triple 
spaced 
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that 
exceed these limits or witli respect to the laws of libel and 
proper taste. 
Letters and columns must include the authors name 
address and phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor. 
C 0 The BG News. 106 University Kail. 
me BG news 
An Independent Student Voice 
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editor kathorine I. hatton 
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Drinking, smoking solutions vary 
Thursday  May 10. IfFS, TU SO Ntwi/Fogi 3 
Students polled on concert issue 
Stationary 
rider 
N.w.photo by Cor I Said 
"How   far  can   you  go  in   two   minutes'*     challenges  this 
stationary bike demonstrated by Doug Garman. junior (Ed.) 
The   bike   is   one   of   the  facilities   offered   in   the   Physical 
Education  Activity Center for the Handicapped (PEACH)  in 
Room 204. Hayes Hall. 
Students seem divided 
about what should be done 
about drinking and smoking 
at concerts and suggestions 
range from "don't do 
anything" to "crack down" 
on the violators 
But only one student 
contacted by The News 
yesterday said she might 
submit a suggestion to the 
Student Body Organization 
[SBOI about what could be 
done to correct the 
situation 
Drewsilla Bostic. senior 
H \ said she considers 
drinking and smoking at 
concerts a problem 
"I think they do it without 
consideration and regard to 
the people around them and 
the people putting on the 
concert 1 don't think 
smoking and drinking are 
the purposes of a concert ' 
BOSTIC SAID she thought 
the security lories should 
patrol the audience at the 
concerts 
"Students have gotten to 
the point (hat they say no 
one's going to stop me But 
if you see someone get 
apprehended, the smoking 
and drinking will diminish, 
although you II never get rid 
of it totally." the laid 
Bostii (II the only- 
student contacted who 
indicated she mav write to 
SBO about the problem 
Bill Weber, sophomore 
H\ said. "I think it i the 
smoking and drinking issue * 
is kind ol blown out of 
proportion 1 don't think it's 
really a problem 
"PEOPLE ARE doing it 
in their rooms, so why worry 
about it at concerts'*" he 
asked 
Weber said he did not 
think increased police 
security or student marshals 
would be effective 
Selma Mastenbrook. 
junior (Kd >, said the 
problem at concerts is the 
smoking of both drugs and 
cigarettes, but the grass is 
what you smell " 
1 don't like the IdM Of 
this disrespect to the law. 
but I don't know what can be 
done It can be minimized, 
but not eliminated," she 
said 
She said an added con- 
sideration is the artists who 
perform under the influence 
of drugs. 
it's hard to control the 
audience when the people 
who perform come on high 
as a kite." she said 
RON   JOHNSON,   senior 
KI ). said. ' As long as it's 
not harming  anybody,  il's 
not a problem 
it's a person's own 
choice and as long as it's his 
own choice. I don't think it 
should be affected by the 
administration." he added 
Johnson said student 
marshals    would     prove 
ineffective, and increased 
police security would 
agitate the situation and 
make it a greater problem. 
The drinking and smoking 
issue will probably result in 
a "no more concerts" 
policy. said Jay 
Kortemever. sophomore 
I AM). 
HE SAID HE does not 
think there is a problem 
because concert-goers 
mind their own business 
and are only out to have a 
good lime " 
Kortemever also said the 
use of student marshals and 
more police would not be 
effective 
Lynda Lowe, senior (Ed.), 
said. "The I'niversity has to 
impose laws as they stand. 
especially since the school is 
state-run " 
Dr Kichard ECakin. vice 
provost for student affairs, 
said last week he would not 
tolerate smoking of any type 
or using alcoholic beverage! 
at concerts because their 
use violates existing laws 
A private meeting with 
representatives of student 
groups. University officials 
and Dr Kakin has been 
scheduled for 4pm today lo 
determine a polio 
Because the meeting is 
not open to the public sug 
gestions and or comments 
on the issue must he 
submitted to the SBO off ice 
405 Student Services Bldg . 
bv noon today. 
newsnoTes. 
Lebanese jets bomb guerrillas 
BEIRUT Lebanon (API - 
Lebanese jet fighters 
rocketed and strafed Pale- 
stinian guerrilla positions 
near the Syrian border late 
yesterday after a day long 
artillery barrage against 
commando infiltrators 
Residents of villages near 
the border said the jels- 
Hawker Hunters. Mirages 
and a Kouga Magister-hit 
positions near the villages of 
Yanta. Deir el Ashayer and 
Bayader al Adass for more 
than two hours 
A Lebanese army spokes- 
man confirmed the report 
There were 20 sorties. 
according lo witnesses 
President Suleiman 
Kranjieh halted the use of 
air force jets Tuesday night 
when he appealed to both 
sides to abide bv the cease- 
fire 
HI T THE Lebanese 
army which has assumed 
control of the country under 
the stale of emergency, 
warned guerrillas thai "if 
they do nol abide by the 
cease-fire we will retaliate 
intensively and violently " 
The open conflict erupted 
last week, triggered by the 
arrest of eight guerrillas 
accused of carrying 
explosives and the kidnaping 
in turn of two army 
corporals 
In the capital, an uneasy 
cease-fire prevailed, but 
there were five mysterious 
explosions that rocked 
banks, a restaurant and the 
Chamber of Commerce 
THE NEW EXPLOSIONS 
came in areas previously un 
touched by the fighting. An 
official communique 
described the acts as "pure 
sabotage " 
Both sides have charged 
since fighting began last 
M«k that a mysterious 
"third force" is involved, 
and there were suggestions 
it was involved in the 
explosions 
Outside Beirut, the army 
said its positions near the 
Syrian border and in the 
southeast came under 
intensive shelling by 
armed men " 
Camp David 
WASHINGTON (API Some of the 
military men assigned to Camp 
David have admitted using 
marijuana while guarding the 
presidential retreat in the Maryland 
mountains, (he Pentagon says 
The Difense Department said 
Tuesday that it had removed 28 
Marines and 18 Navy personnel from 
(amp David duly following an 
investigation into marijuana use 
(here 
Presidenl Nixon frequently works 
at   Camp   David,   as  did   his  three 
Immediate predeceiion 
Nuclear plant 
CLEVELAND. (AIM \ special 
pn hearing conference on the Davis 
Besse nuclear power plant under 
construction in Port Clinton will be 
held May 22 in Cleveland City Hall 
The conference will be conducted 
by     a    D S      Atomic     Energy 
Commission   (AEC)   atomic  safety 
and licensing board  The conference 
I   will decide whether to permit the 
I   Cleveland-based  Coalition  for Safe 
I   Nuclear Power to be a legal party in 
I   a hearing on environmental effects of 
^thc plant 
A federal court ordered the 
hearing, saying the AEC had failed to 
take environmental issues in account 
in hearings two years 
Toledo police 
TOLEDO. (AIM-Most Toledo 
policemen were expected to begin 
calling in sick again this morning 
after groups returned to work 
yesterday in order to meet the 
department's sick leave policy 
The department requires a doctor's 
note for sick leave extended beyond 
three days 
Uniformed patrolmen and 
detectives began calling in sick 
Sunday night after wage negotiations 
with a citizens labor-management 
committee broke off 
Athens election 
ATHENS (API-Two city council 
races will have Ohio University 
students as the Democratic 
candidates in the November general 
election. 
Seven students sought nomination 
lo council races in Tuesday's 
primary. 
Michael J McAlister beat three 
other students for party nomination 
in  the   First   Ward 
dale I) Snoddy a senior in 
sociology, ran third in a five 
candidate Democratic ilate for three 
at-large  council  seats  and   will  be 
among candidates on the fall ballot 
Registration bill 
WASHINGTON i AIM The Senate 
voted yesterday lo break a month 
long Southern-conservative bloc 
filibuster, paving the way for Action 
on a postcard voter registration bill • 
II was the third attempt at cutting 
off debate, with supporters of the bill 
losing earlier tests by two and lour 
votes Two-thirds of the senators 
present were needed, and the vote 
was 67 to 32 
Shooting kills 2 
HUNTSV1LLE. Ohio IAIM A Lima 
man apparently killed his wile (hen 
turned the gun on himself after taking 
her and their 2-year-old daughter 
hostage here Tuesday, investigators 
said 
Logan County sheriffs deputies 
found Jack Maynard. 27, and his wife 
Nancy, 18, dead of bullet wounds in 
the home of the woman's sister 
The baby, who was not injured was 
reported in good condition at a local 
hospital _ 
Tcrfco you' pick of bright, splashy print* in quick drying color- 
ful Enkoluro' nylon Irkot. Sofr cup No. 1 530 hoi body-shaping 
fiborfill innorlining. S.I.. I. C, D 3J-3S, 111 Bn.l No 1533 
combines Iwoinonr ihanli to Vottoretle't ingenious side 
lies. SMI   $9. Also available in V-neck holler swim bra No. 
ISM A, I Cup. $11.00 
'Registered Trade Mock 
The Powder Puff 
525 Ridge 
OXFORD HOUSE 
(has) 
WEEKEND SPECIALS!! 
Long Sleeve Dress Shirts Reg. no to si6      Now sl88 
Double Knit Golf Slacks Reg. <16 
I Up 
Now $108* 
DOUBLE KNIT SPORT COATS 
Reg.'40 Now$3488 
PLUS 
All Outerwear and Sportswear Is Reduced 
from 10% to 50% OFF 
(PLUS) 
THIS WEEK ONLY!! 
All Orders of Formal Wear Will Be Given A 
20% DISCOUNT On Any FORMAL RENTAL 
Open Mon. thru Sat. 10 A.M. to 6 P.M. 
•the Oxford House 
Use Our Own 30 Day Charge 
MMl 
DISCOUNT 
DRUG   STORES 
1616 E   WOOSTER ST 
PHONE 352-7248 
BARBASOL 
CGNCENTRATED LATHER 
SHAVING CREAM 
REGULAR OR MENTHOL 
11 oz 
REGULAR 59' 
NOW 29 C 
MASCOT 
ALARM CLOCKS 
KEYW0UND • IVORY 
REGULAR '2.99 
NOW *1" 
GILLETTE 
THE DRY LOOK 
AEROSOL HAIR CONTROL 
EXTRA HOLD FORMULA 
4 M. 
MFG LIST II 00 
GtAY'S EVERYDAY 
DISCOUNT PRICE 77« 
NOW 50< 
OEP 
BALSAM MIST 
PROTEIN 
HAIR CONDITIONER 
6.25 « 
MFG. LIST *2.25 
GRAYS EVERYDAY 
DISCOUNT PRICE '1.99 
NOW'l 00 
MULTI-PURPOSE 
STORAGE 
CHESTS 
WOOD GRAIN OR FLORAL 
REGULAR '1.99 
NOW 99* 
TERRYCLOTH 
HAND TOWELS 
TROPHY STYLE BY CANNON 
ASSORTED COLORS 
REGULAR 39' 
NOW 3 FOR 50C 
ALL-PURPOSE 
CUSHIONS 
FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR 
USES 
DECORATOR COLORS 
REGULAR '1.29 
NOW 75 c 
HALF AND HALF 
SMOKING TOBACCO 
14 02 
MFG. LIST '1.69 
GRAY'S EVERYDAY 
LOW PRICE '1.62 
N0W$129 
NOTEBOOK 
PAPER 
200 COUNT 
NARROW MARGIN 
REGULAR 59 
NOW 2 FOR 70( 
SOFTEX 
FACIAL TISSUES 
200 TWO PLY 
REGULAR 27' 
NOW 3 FOR 55< 
Specials thru Sunday - Rights to limit Quantities 
PBf* 4/Th. BG Naws, ThurWoy, May 10. 1973 
Honorary selects 33 women 
Thirty-three women were 
tapped yesterday for 
membership in the local 
chapter of Mortar Board, 
national women's honor 
society. 
Members were chosen on 
the basis of academic 
excellence and demonstra- 
tion of outstanding leader- 
ship and service. 
They will be initiated 
Sunday 
Newiphoto by Thomas D  Lindon 
^ ., Alone witha book. With the trees and the grats and silence 
'•)' for company. Holly Kith, freshman (Ed), enjoys the serenity 
of a late afternoon on inner campus. 
Graduation 
Candidates for June 
commencement should 
place their orders for 
caps and gowns in the 
University Bookstore 
immediately 
(Graduation announce- 
ments are now on sale 
in the bookstore 
NEW MEMBERS are 
Linda Becher. junior 
(Ed.) member of Women's 
Recreation Association and 
Physical Education Majors 
Club, 
Nancy Belleville, junior 
(A4S), counselor for Karma 
drug center and former 
member of Panhellenic 
Council. 
Paula Bokesch. junior 
i A&S i. member of Union 
Activities Organization and 
orientation leader. 
Debby Brabbs. junior 
(Ed),   president  of   Alpha 
L.initxl.i     Delta     scholastic 
honorary and member of the 
Home Economics Club, 
Jane Brunswick, junior 
(Ed. I. president of Alpha 
Chi Omega social sorority 
and student assistant in 
University News and 
Photography Service. 
Judith Suter Burkholder, 
senior lAAS). volunteer for 
Strike continues at Antioch 
YELLOW     SPRINGS, 
lAPI Campus classrooms 
and administrative buildings 
remained emptv for Ihc 
third week in a row here as 
Antioch College admim 
■tratori continued to 
negotiate ItUdenl demands 
About .:im of (he college s 
2.200     students     began 
picketing       non dormitory 
buildings    April    20   in    an 
attempt   to  win  four-year 
guaranteed financial aid for 
needy students 
Students faculty and 
employer! honored Ihe 
picket lines until Tuesday 
when     College      President 
.i,ones Dunn and member* 
of his staff re-entered their 
offices 
ABOUT    ISO    students 
moved m to occupy floors, 
tables   and   chairs   in    the 
offices,    but    no    incidents 
were  reported    The offices 
remained closed yesterday 
Many    faculty    members 
Reservation cleon-up begins 
WOUNDED KNEE. SI) 
(AP) The costly 7May 
confrontation between In- 
dian militants and the 
government at Wounded 
Knee has ended, but the 
tasks of policing and 
cleaning up the village 
remains 
Kent Frizzell. Interior 
Department solicitor, esti- 
mates the government's 
i-ost since the start of the 
siege at $5 million to $7 
million 
Most of this would be the 
overtime pay and living ex- 
penses of federal negotiators 
and lawmen, along with Ihe 
cost.-, of transporting men 
and equipment to the tiny 
southwestern South Dakota 
Indian reservation town 
STAN I.YMAN. 
superintendent of the Pine 
liidge Reservation, said a 
preliminary survey showed 
that in addition to the 
government coats, it would 
take (240.000 to put houses in 
the village back into livable 
condition 
Domino's 
Lunch Time Special 
Call Between 
11-5:00 and Receive 
3 Free Cokes with any large or 
1 Free Qt. Coke with any small 
Pizza 
Call Domino's Now for Lunch — 352-522 J 
The Pi/za People. Period 
Oilei goad on/) b$twten I! i m   $;/ m 
< 
NOT FOR 
THE LOVE 
OF MONEY 
FRESHMEN 
AND SOPHOMORES 
WITH A LOVE 
FOR BUSINESS! - 
HERE'S A CHANCE TO 
ACQUIRE SOME 
VALUABLE EXPERIENCE 
FOR YOUR FUTURE 
CAREER-WORKING AS 
AN ADVERTISING 
SALESMAN FOR THE BG 
NEWS. 
THE PAY'S NOT GREAT - 
.     BUT THE EXPERIENCE IS! 
APPLY AT 106 UNIVERSITY HALL 
are continuing to hold 
classes in local community 
centers and in their homes. 
Students are requesting 
library privileges in nearby 
colleges, "and by and large 
the absence of building 
space isn't affecting the 
learning process here that 
much." a spokesman said 
FACULTY members met 
until after midnight Tuesday 
discussing class credit for 
strikers and ways to 
continue leaching 
operations 
About 700 students at the 
college receive some state 
or federal loan support to 
pay the $3,100 per year 
tuition They must borrow 
the first $1,000 of their 
tuition, may earn another 
$500 through work-study, 
and receive the balance in 
federal or state IT.mis 
Last quarter financial aid 
students were informed of a 
possible cutback  in federal 
student loan money and told 
to contact at least two banks 
in their homestates for a 
private loan, a student 
spokesman said 
Many of the "needy" 
students have been 
recruited under the 
Antioch s new directions" 
program and were promised 
present levels of support 
through their graduation, 
she said 
Ked Cross Bloodmobile, 
Student Health Center and 
Wood County Family 
Planning Clinic; 
Judy Cooper, senior 
(B.A.). secretary of Women 
in Communications and 
secretary in the School of 
Journalism. 
Rosemary Dapogny. 
junior (Ed l, participant in 
a special French exchange 
program. 
Deborah Faber. junior 
t Ed I. former Miss 
Firelands and Firelands 
campus basketball queen. 
UNDA FORTE, sopho- 
more (Ed.), treasurer of 
Panhellenic Council and 
member of the lu.si 
Gospel Choir; 
Lisa Haldeman. junior 
i A&S I. past president of 
Alpha Lambda Delta and 
member of German 
exchange program. 
Kathenne llatton. senior 
IB A. A&S I. editor of The 
BG News and vice president 
of Sigma Delta Chi 
journalism society. 
Debbie Hut ton junior 
(A&Si. vice president of the 
li.ill.i i Club and member of 
the symphony, chamber and 
opera orchestras; 
Joan Johnson, junior 
tA&Sl, lobbyist for the 
National Student Lobby 
Congressional staff in 
Washington. D.C and an 
orientation leader. 
Dorothy Kern, sophomore 
i Ed l. a resident advisor 
and member of Distributive 
Education Clubs of 
America; 
Cynthia Koppenhafef. 
junior (A&SI. member of 
Angel Flight and • Public 
Relations Student Society of 
America; 
Cheryl Kruegar. junior 
(Ed.), former member of 
Firelands Student Advisory 
Board. 
Nancy Lockwood. junior 
(Ed.I. president of Gamma 
Phi Beta social sorority and 
member of Panhellenic 
Council; 
JOYCE LONG, junior 
(Mus. Ed. I. member of A 
Cappella Choir and tne Red 
Cross; 
Rosalind Mack, junior 
l A&S I. coordinator of 
Campus Bloodmobile 
Program and member of 
Royal Green. 
Ann Barbe Maschan. 
junior K.I i. former senator 
and vice president of 
Firelands Student Advisory 
Board. 
Lee Olson, junior (Ed I. 
vice president of Student 
Body Organization and a 
varsity cheerleader; 
Myra Patchen. junior 
iA&S), member of Alpha 
Lambda Delta and Beta 
Beta Beta biology honorary. 
I..inicitc Payetle. junior 
(Ed), member of Alpha 
Lambda Delta and 
outstanding student at the 
Newark campus of Ohio 
State University; 
Beth Plocher. junior 
(Ed I. president of Delta Psi 
Kappa physical education 
honorary and member of the 
Physical Education Majors 
Club; 
Libby Rabelais, senior 
(Ed), active in community 
work in Scotch Ridge. 
Mary Ellen Reihing. 
junior (A&Sl. Crisis Phone 
volunteer and member of 
the National Federation of 
the Blind of Ohio. 
UNDA SCHMIDT, junior 
(Ed.). volunteer in the 
University's speech clinic 
and a resident advisor. 
Mary Ellen Sexton, junior 
I Ed.). president of Omega 
Phi Alpha service sorority 
and member of the 
President's Advisory 
Board. 
Kathy Siegwarth. junior 
(Ed I, member of Union 
Activities Organization and 
Omega Phi Alpha 
Rebecca Watson, junior 
(A&S). volunteer for Help 
Us Recycle Trash (HURT). 
Zero Population Growth and 
the Wood County Family- 
Planning Clinic. 
Laura Wolery. sophomore 
i A&S i. a residenl advisor 
and member of Alpha 
Kpsilon Delta pre medical 
honorary. 
Kathy Young, senior 
(Ed.), former treasurer of 
student government at 
Wright Slate University and 
member of Phi Beta 
Lambda business education 
honorary 
1972-73 grant figures tallied 
Although sponsored grants 
and contracts at the Univer- 
sity were lower this month 
than in April. 1972. figures 
for the fiscal year to date 
are higher than figures for 
the same period last year 
This April. $106,265 in 
grants and contracts were 
awarded to the University. 
as compared to $128,811 in 
April. 1972. 
For the fiscal year to date 
(July. 1972-Apri"l 30. 1973). 
the University has received 
$1,965,076 in grants and con- 
tracts, as compared to 
$1,650,026 for the same 
period in 1972 
Included in the April. 1973 
PERSONAL FINANCE COURSE 
TO BE OFFERED SUMMER, FALL 
In the first session of the 1973 summer school and fall quarter 1973, the 
Department of Finance and Insurance will be offering the course Per- 
soncil Finance winch may be of interest to non-business students who 
wish to learn how to manage personal and family financial matters. 
The course includes such topics as budgeting expenditures; borrowing 
from banks and other financial institutions; savings accounts; life, 
health, automobile and home insurance; buying a home; and investing 
in stocks, bonds and mutual funds. Knowledge acquired in the course 
will assist students in making intelligent choices in spending or saving 
the incomes they expect to earn after graduation. 
There are no course prerequisites. Enrollment is restricted to non-business 
majors. It is expected that the course will also be offered in the spring 
quarter of the 1973-74 academic year. 
figure was a National 
Science Foundation grant of 
$30,000 awarded to Dr. 
Ixmald DeHosa. associate 
professor of psychology 
WBGU-TV was awarded 
an $11,215 grant from the 
Ohio Educational Television 
Network Commission and 
Dr. William B Jackson 
direclor of environmental 
studies was given a $60,000 
workshop grant irom the 
U.S. Department of Health. 
Education and Welfare 
J David Row Jr., instruc- 
tor of business education, 
was awarded a $5,050 grant 
from the Ohio Department 
of   Education  for a  work- 
shop 
Dr W Charles Holland, 
professor of mathematics. 
received a $10,000 grant 
renewal from the National 
Science Foundation He is 
studying lattice ordered 
groups -the relationship of 
points on a line 
Dr Holland has been 
working for eight years to 
discover the fundamental 
principles behind certain 
abstract functions He said 
the study could extend 
indefinitely 
A graduate student in 
mathematics will work with 
Dr Holland under the one- 
year grant 
Model Open...Noon till 6 P.M. 
CAMPUS MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
Behind Burger Chef    Next to Sterling 
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER AND FALL 
OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS 
* Special Summer Rates 
12 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR 
• NEW-MODERN FURNISHED-CABLE TV. 
• 2 min. walk to campus 
• 5 mm. walk to downtown 
• 20 business establishments at your front door 
• Entrance doors secured at all times 
• Intercom between apartments & entrance 
• Free parking at your front door 
• Gas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook 
• No long walks on those zero winter days in mud & slush 
• Close enough to return to apt. for more calories between classes 
• Well lighted streets between apts.. campus & shopping area 
• FRIENDLY. HELPFUL LANDLORDS 
For Cream of the Crop, Go Campus Manor 
MODEL OPEN NOON till 6 P.M. 
352-9302 
Evenings 
352-7365 
or 
352-8033 
ELM 
APARTMENTS 
320 ELM   ST. (CORNER FIRS TST.I 
LEASING 
FOR FALL (9 MONTH) 
2 BEDROOM (4-MAN) $70.00 ea. 
AIR CONDITIONED • EXTRA 
SPACIOUS ROOMS • FURNISHED 
5-MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS 
VIA SIDEWALKS ENTIRE ROUTE 
PHONE 352-8035 
(REDUCED RA TES FOR SUMMER) 
Buckeye House 
Birchwood Place 
Mt. Vernon 
Now Leasing 
Summer and Tall 
Summer - $125/mo. 
Fall — $65/mo/person 
based on 4 man rental 
Office 4D's —1:00-5:00 Mon.-Fri. 
or by Appointment 
Call 352-9378 anytime 
or 352-7324 
Job interviews 
May 22-25 
Signup (or the following 
job interviews will begin 
Monday. May 14. in the 
forum. Student Services 
Bldg Sign-up for non-school 
schedules (business, 
governmenti will be from 
12.30-1 30 p.m. and school 
schedules from 4-6 p.m. A 
data sheet or reaune mot 
be presented at the time of 
sign-up 
This will be the final sign- 
up for spring quarter. 
BUSINESS 
May 24 
Doehler-Jarvis Division of 
National Lead -BB Acclg 
for Junior  Accountant  for 
Corporate Accounting  June 
graduates 
May 25 
Moore Business Korms 
In. Its or BA. any major 
interested in        a 
sales marketing     career 
Sales Trainees 
SCHOOLS 
May 22 
Lakrview School District. 
Mich   Girls    PE.    Klem 
Library.    KMR.    School 
Social Worker. Counseling 
AGENCIES 
None 
Police blotter 
Campus Safely Tuesday received reports of four missing 
bicycles, two stolen purses and two vehicle tamperings 
A faculty member reported her purse was taken from 215 
University Hall on Tuesday The purse was later returned 
with $8 missing 
A second purse was reported missing Saturday at Pi 
Kappa Alpha fraternity house The purse was found later at 
McDonald dining hall, with a wallet missing Value of the 
contents was $8 
A resident of Offenhauer East reported her car was 
tampered with on Friday night while parked in Lot 7 or 8 A 
milky substance" was put into the gas lank, and plugged up 
the carburetor Repair of the fuel system cost about $100 
The second vehicle tampering occurred at the half-hour 
parking lot near Kreischer Quadrangle An M(i sports car 
was picked up and placed sideways in a parking space, and 
was ticketed as a result 
Crisis   Phone 
352PLUS 
KiSsassMSiVi, NVV 
NOW LEASING 
GRIBBIN APARTMENTS 
For Summer: 
835 Fourth Street 
2 Bedrooms 
For Fall: (9 month) 
835 Fourth Street 
2 Bedroom (4 man) 
For Fall: (12 month) 
835 Fourth Street 
2 Bedroom (4 man) 
810-815 Fourth Street 
1 Bedroom Furnished 
1 Bedroom Unfurnished 
150.00/month 
75.00/month 
65.00/month 
162.00/month 
147.00/month 
All Apartments Fully Furnished 
unless otherwise stated 
Air Conditioning — Lounge Facilities 
Laundry Facilities 
Call 354-1313   or see   Apt. 6, 835 Fourth 
Discount Sale! 
We are having a sale and we 
mean a REAL sale!! 
40% Save up to 
on selected 
close-out merchandise 
Save 20% on most 
standard stock 
Instrument 
Rental 
Plans 
Are Available 
John Gerry 
will be 
available 
lor guitar 
lessons 
Instruction 
Books & 
Teaching 
Materials 
WE REPAIR ALL MAKES OF 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 
complete stock of Reeds. Oil. Polish 
Hicks .mil Other Accessories 
BIGELOW 
MUSIC SHOPPE 
"The House That Jack Built' 
Founded 31 years ago 
ThurWay, May 10. 1*73. IU BG Nm/tan S 
TONIGHT 
ONLY!!! 
*, LASALLE^S 
COLLEGE NIGHT 
You're Invited 
THURSDAY MAY 10, 1973 
7:00 P.M. TO 10:00 P.M. 
CHARGE ACCOUNTS AVAILABLE 
TO ALL BGSU STUDENTS 
APPLY & CHARGE TONIGHT 
DOOR BUSTERS 
Knit 
Sport Shirts 
REG.'7.50 
TONIGHT 
ONLY 
5 99 
TRENDSETTER SHOP 
S-M-L-XL - NO-IRON 
JUNIOR BONANZA 
TONIGHT ONLY. OUR ENTIRE 
Junior 
Sportswear 
20% 0 Off 
ALL REGULAR PRICED MDSE. 
GREAT ASSORTMENT OF SUMMER 
Straw & Wicker 
Handbags 
REG. '5.00 
099 
NOW      %J 
The Button Down 
Is Back 
• SHORT SLEEVE 
• POLYESTER AND COTTON 
• 14'    TO 17 
REG. '6.00 
ONLY 4 99 
JUNIOR BONANZA 
TONIGHT ONLY. OUR ENTIRE 
Junior Dresses 
25% 0 off 
MANY STYLES. SIZES. SHAPES 
Save On 
Swimwear 
50% 0 off 
ASST. STYLES-COLORS-SIZES 
ORIG.'14.00 TO $28.00 
NOW 6" TO 13" 
1st FLOOR 
Famous Make 
Knit Tops 
ALL FIRST QUALITY 
ASST. SOLIDS & STRIPES 
S ML - WASHABLE 
COMP. AT'6.00 TO'8.00 
TONIGHT 3 99 
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF 
JACKETS AND TROUSERS 
FROM 
TROUSERS UP 
25% 0 off 
MAIN FLOOR COUNTRY HOUSE 
THE FASHION SENSATION 
Bow Ties! 
REG. '3.50 
TONIGHT 2 49 
SEARSUCKERS AND STRIPES 
Double Knit Slacks 
BELT LOOP-FLARED STRAIGHT 
SOLIDS-FANCIES 
ORIG. 42.00 TO '25.00 
TONIGHT ONLY 
6»\ 11 "I 
24-42 WAIST-S ML INSEAM 
Our Own Brand 
Of Play Tops 
MOCK-TURTLE V-NECKS-TANK TOPS- 
TURTLE NECKS IN SOLIDS AND STRIPES 
:oo REG.'5.00   f%   I fki 
ONLY   Mm/  0 
REG.'6.oo A /nrgg 2/7' ONLY 
SMALL MED.-LARGE - 1st FLOOR ' 
Smocks Galore! 
COTTONS-KNITS 
ORIG.'6.00 TO'10.00 
1/2 Off 
2" TO 4" 
1st FLOOR 
COLLEGE NIGHT ONLY 
FREE LIPSTICK 
WITH ANY 
ESTEE LADDER 
PDRCHASE 
IN COSMETICS DEPT 
Pants - Pants - Pants 
• CUFFED IN WHITE-LAVENDER-GREEN 
• 100% POLYESTER 
TONIGHT ONLY! 
REG.'15.00 8 99 
8 18 — 1st FLOOR 
Sweater 
Bonanza 
ASST. SIZES-STYLES-COLORS 
ORIG.'7.00 TO'13.00 
NOW 
ONLY 
299 
1st FLOOR 
Lasalles Own Brand 
Pantyhose 
BASIC SHEER PANTYHOSE 
REG. '1.35 SALE   Ov 
SHEER TO WAIST AND SANDALFOOT 
99c REG. '1.50 SALE   WW 
**• ./The M Mew*. Th-rwioy, May 10, If 73 
Branch to begin culture week 
The first annual "Culture 
Week'' at Firelands campus 
will begin Monday and run 
through Saturday. May 19 
"•The special week was 
designed to bring a com- 
bination of cultural 
activities such as speakers, 
films, art exhibitions and 
live theater to the campus 
body and the publics of its 
supporting communities.'' 
said Konald M Ruble, chair- 
man of the week's events 
The events will begin 
Monday with a speech by 
Bill Schurk entitled Con- 
fessions of a Mad Kecord 
Collector." Shurk's 
collecting activities were 
featured in an article in the 
Wall Street Journal He will 
speak at 7 p m in the Kire- 
lands Room 
"The Place of Philosophy 
and Other Disciplines in 
Culture" will be discussed 
Tuesday by 0 Dale 
Scbnetier. Firelands 
instructor of philosophy He 
will i.ilk at 3 pm in the 
Firelands Room 
TWO CULTURAL events 
will be offered on 
Wednesday At noon. Fire 
lands Showcase will present 
"Scenes from "A Shot in the 
Dark in the theater. 
North Bldg 
At 3 p.m. in the Firelands 
Room. "The Stranger" will 
be shown The film is based 
on a novel by Albert Camus 
and has Knglish dubbing for 
the original French 
An art exhibition and live 
theater headline Thursday 
From 1-6 pm. Julius T 
Kosan will exhibit his 
enamel wall plaques, ink 
drawings and water colors 
The works will be displayed 
in the theater lobby. North 
Bid.. 
A matinee performance of 
Harry Kurnitz' "A Shot in 
the Dark" will be presented 
at 3 p m There will be an 
admission charge. 
Kosan's art exhibition will 
be on display Friday and 
Saturday from 7-10 p.m. in 
the theater lobby. North 
Bldg 
"A Shot in the Dark" will 
also   be   performed   both 
evenings at 8 in the theater. 
North Bldg 
All ""Culture Week" 
activities are open to the 
public 
News editor names staff 
Joan Gestl. 1973-74 editor 
of The BU News, has 
announced her staff for the 
upcoming year. 
Uestl. junior illA A&S). 
has chosen Curtis Hazlett. 
sophomore (B.A.I, as 
managing editor; Kathi 
Hatton. junior 11 A A&S). 
news editor, and Jim 
Wasserman. junior (BA.I. 
editorial editor. 
Frances Drag, sophomore 
(B.A.I, and Larry Violand. 
junior ill A i. will be 
makeup editors. Janet 
Romaker. junior (B.A.I, has 
been  chosen  copy   editor 
THERE'S NOT ANOTHER 10VE STORY 
AROUND AT THE MOMENT THAT CAN 
COME NEAR ITS QUALITY   UMEIIGHT 
IUUSTRATES A NEW CHAPUN S GENIUS' 
WILLIAM WOIF   CUE 
PRESENT THIS COUPON TO CINEMA II 
BOX OFFICE, MAY 9-15. ADMISSION $1.00 
Serving as entertainment 
editor will be Rose Hume, 
sophomore (B.A.). 
CHRIS SMITH, senior 
(B.A.I, has been chosen 
senior staff reporter Other 
staff reporters include 
Nancy l.aughlin. junior 
i H A I Kim Schlaefer. 
junior I B.A I. and Marcia 
Shaner, sophomore (Kd. I. 
Feature writer will be Barb 
Hi in kei  junior (B.A. I. 
Joe n.irw.il junior (B.A), 
was chosen photo editor He 
has named Mike Grone, 
sophomore (B.A.I; Tom 
1.1niliin junior (B A.I; Gene 
I'usk.ii junior (A&SI. and 
Carl Seid. freshman (B A), 
to his staff 
Sports editor will be 
Kenny White, junior (B.A). 
He has selected Jack 
ii Hi iv.i junior (B.A.I, as 
executive sports editor. Dan 
Casseday. junior (B.A.I; ECd 
Hobson. freshman (B.A.I, 
and Hob Moon, freshman 
(BA.I. will serve as 
assistant sports editors 
Dan Garfield. freshman 
(Ed.); Mark Glover, fresh- 
man (B.A.I; and Jim 
Mangone. sophomore 
iBA ). will be sports 
writers 
Business manager Roland 
Gabriel, junior (B.A ), has 
named Chris DeMain. junior 
lb A l. as advertising 
manager and Sam Payne, 
junior (B.A I. as sales 
manager. Don Zeman. 
junior (B.A. I. will be an 
advertising salesman 
The new staff will assume 
its duties Monday. May 14 
On the 
"green 
Nm«p»>^. by Cod laid 
University   students   practice   their  swing  on   the     green " 
behind  Bromfwld  Hall yesterday.  After a little brushing up 
with the irons, they should be ready to tackle the University 
golf course. 
Letters reap job leads 
Writing borne" for help 
is getting to be a habit with 
James Galloway, director of 
career planning and 
placement. 
Galloway has sent 34.000 
Idlers resembling 
telegrams   to   parents   of 
enrolled students and 
alumni requesting job 
opening referrals. 
Thus far. he has received 
about 300 job leads for 
graduating students and 
those looking for summer 
work   Jobs range from an 
OPEN FRI. - SAT. -SUN. ONLY 
OPEN 8:00— SHOW 8:45 
GENE HACKMAN FERNANDO REY 
ZO'*C*nluf> foi p'twnti 
THE FRENCH 
** CONNECTION 
DONALD SUTHERLAND 
ELLIOTT GOULD TOM SKERRIFT 
St Color nvN»vmON» -gDHJ] 
FUN! 
LAUGHS! 
ENJOYMENT! 
44 Pass the butter, please!" 
This summer, like last summer, 
more people are going to be 
passing Coppertone' Tanning 
Butter than any other. Because 
Coppertone is chock-full of cocoa 
butter and coconut oil and other soft,' 
buttery things that help you got a deep, 
rich, tropical-looking tan. So when you 
ask tor tanning butter, make sure they pass 
you the tanning butter—Coppertone. 
A product ol Plough. Inc OlliCi.il Sun Care Product* ol Florida's Wall Disney World   |~ 
opening for a fishery 
biologist to a sales trainee 
and airline steward. 
Last year. 30.000 Idlers 
were mailed to parents and 
alumni reaping about 10.000 
newspaper "want ad" 
sections and 300 personal 
letters with job referrals 
GALLOWAY said this 
year's slower response is 
characteristic of the current 
job market, which he 
described as "tight. 
But he said the job 
openings being reported to 
the office would not have 
normally come to the 
attention of students looking 
for jobs 
The job openings are 
posted on walls in the 
placement office. 360 
Student Services Bldg 
The current "help 
wanted" campaign was 
financed by the University 
Parents Club 
Free Wayne film 
to be shown Mon. 
The Center for the Study 
of Popular Culture will 
present a free showing of 
"The Green Berets'" 
Monday. May 14. at 7 pm in 
220 Math-Science Bldg 
The feature-length movie 
was    directed    bv    John 
Wayne It stars Wayne. 
David Janssen. Jim Hutton 
and Aldo Ray 
The color movie, released 
in 1968. runs two hours and 
20 minutes 
Admission is open to the 
public 
KEYSTONE AUTO PARTS, INC. 
1367 MIAMI STREET • TOLEDO, OHIO 43605 • 691 2433 
— 15 minutes from BG via — 
175 
• PARTS FOR IMPORT & 
DOMESTIC CARS 
• FREE Teletype Parts 
Locater Service 
• TOLL-FREE Phone Call 
From B.G. 
— Ask operator for 
Enterprize 2433 - 
• Clip this BG News Ad and 
Save 10% on purchase 
North 1-75 Expressway on Exit 95 (Miami St.] 
7 10 mile off 1-75 
ST, 
U 
DOES  SCHOOL 
HAVE   YOU 
N 
COME  ON 
DOWN    TO 
u 
N 
O 
c 
o 
V 
E 
It 
115  COURT   ST. 
RELAX   WITH  THE 
GOOD-TIME  SOUNDS OF 
Jodzinger! 
WED-FRISAT   NITES 
N 
O 
C 
O 
V 
E 
R 
Senator hopes 
for Nov. lottery 
Thursday, May 10. 1973, Th* M Nawt/Pof* 7 
COLUMBUS (API-- 
Armed with strong support 
from the electorate. Sen 
Ronald M Mottl iD-24 
Parma i hopes to get state 
lottery legislation out of the 
House Rules Committee this 
week and headed for a floor 
vote 
Mottl. chief booster of the 
lottery in the legislature, 
foresees having an Ohio 
game in operation by 
November now that voters 
have deleted a constitutional 
ban on lotteries 
While voters cleared the 
way for a lottery Tuesday by 
approving a constitutional 
amendment 971.833 to 
548.133. the General 
Assembly still must approve 
implementing laws before 
the first drawing can be 
held 
HOUSE  SPEAKER  AC 
Lancione il>-99 Bellaire) 
said a House vote is possible 
today on Senate-passed 
legislation establishing a 
nine-member Stale Lottery 
Planning Commission The 
commission would report 
back lo the legislature bv 
July l 
The lottery was the chief 
item of interest on statewide 
ballots, which contained no 
state primary races, and 
less than 40 per cent of the 
voters went to the polls, 
according to election 
officials 
Another constitutional 
amendment,   to  allow   the 
to change its 
was approved, 
others     were 
legislature 
procedures, 
and five 
rejected. 
MOTTL ESTIMATED a 
lottery could net the state an j 
additional $75 million to (100 
million a year. 
The amendment did not 
earmark the new money for 
any special purpose, but 
measures already have been 
introduced in the legislature 
to use earnings for property 
tai relief. Vietnam 
veterans' bonuses and 
mental health programs 
Gov John Gilligan 
declined to predict yester 
day what the legislature 
would do with the additional 
funds, but said he would like 
the package to include a 
provision for underwriting 
free public transportation 
for people 65 and older 
"T U.S. to launch 
Skylob, crew 
It floats1. 
Amciottd Prau WkaptMto 
University of Akron ttvoants Gtann NMSKI of Youngslown, front, and Frank 
Pavlovki of North loyalton, try out a conavto canoo boili by stuoont mombon 
of tho American Society of Civil Engineers. After trying it out at Comet lake 
they entered it in the annual concrete canoo race at Purdue. 
CAPE KENNEDY (AP) 
Countdowns moved smooth- 
ly and in tandem yesterday 
for the rockets which next 
week will launch Skylab. the 
nation's first space station, 
and the three-man crew 
which will live aboard the 
orbiting lab for 28 days 
A strike which posed 
launch problems was 
settled 
Skylab. perched atop a S3 
story Saturn 5 rocket, stood 
on a pad eight tenths of a 
mile away from the 22 story 
Saturn 1H which will be used 
to launch astronauts Charles 
Conrad Jr . l)r Joseph I' 
Kerwin and Paul .1  Weil/ 
The unmanned Skylab will 
be launched at I 30 p m 
Monday and the astronauts 
will be drilled into orbit at I 
p m the next day 
Separate 500-man teams 
worked in adjoining firing 
rooms at the launch control 
center three miles from the 
Railcrossing improvements unsettled 
City officials are not sure 
how Bowling Green will be 
affected by recent legisla- 
tion to improve hazardous 
railroad crossings 
Gov John J Ciilligan last 
week signed a law that will 
provide $100,000 a month 
from state gasoline excise 
taxes to install mechanical 
safety devices at hundreds 
of Ohio crossings 
Spokesmen for the Ohio 
Department of Transports. 
lion estimate the state will 
have enough money to in- 
stall about 60 $20,000 
warning devices per year 
BUT BOWLING Green 
officials are uncertain about 
whether or not the city will 
receive any of those signals 
during thefirsl year. 
Crossings with the highest 
risk factors will receive the 
first warning devices City 
safety-service     director 
Wesley Hoffman said last 
week that Bowling Green's 
11 railroad crossings do not 
have "very high risk 
factors 
The high risk crossings 
in WocJ County are out in 
the country.' Hoffman said 
Even these are not rated as 
highly as many others 
throughout the state, he 
said 
Risk factors are based on 
a rating system used by the 
Campus fire safety 'adequate' 
By Cra ig Davis 
Although none of the city 
fire departments ladders 
will extend to the top floors 
of the University s tallest 
buildings, city fire chief 
Howard Rutter believes the 
buildings are adequately 
protected from fire 
The longest ladder owned 
by the fire department 
extends to 75 feet Held 
straight up against a 
building, it would reach to 
the seventh floor of a 
structure about the size of 
Offenhauer Towers 
"GETTING a 100-foot 
ladder might help, but isn't 
the only answer to the 
problem.' Rutter said It is 
also an unlikely solution 
since the city would have to 
pay about $150,000 to 
purchase such equipment, 
he added 
Rutter said the 
University's four tallest 
buildings-the Towers, the 
Administration Bldg and 
the Library-were designed 
to "maintain the ultimate in 
fire safety " 
Labeling them structur- 
ally sound.' he said they all 
contain an adequate number 
of   fire  extinguishers   and 
stand-pipes." built in 
outlets with hoses attached 
Rutter said the main fire 
risks lie with the occupants 
of a building and their 
flammable possessions The 
best answer to these risks is 
teaching people how to 
protect themselves, he said 
"ONE OF MY ideas would 
be to have someone such as 
the campus TV station come 
up with a program that 
would show all the fire 
safety devices in the various 
buildings on campus, show 
how they work, tell people 
what to expect from a fire 
and tell what to do in a fire 
situation.' Rutter said 
One University fire 
protection problem is the 
possibility of a train on the 
Penn Central tracks 
preventing fire trucks from 
the downtown station from 
reaching a fire on the east 
side of town 
In 1971. a city fire truck 
was delayed by a train for 
several minutes before it 
could reach a fire at the Phi 
Kappa l.iu fraternity house. 
Rutter said the city does 
keep a 1.000-gallon pumper 
truck at the station just east 
of the tracks Bui he said the 
one man who is stationed 
with the truck could do little 
more than set up equipment 
before men from the main 
station could reach a fire on 
the east side 
THE FIRE chief said a 
new fire station might be 
built east of the tracks 
City utilities offices on 
East Wooster Street will 
soon move to a new city 
services building on East 
Poe Road, which may open 
up a site for a second fire 
station, he said 
But that idea is still in the 
planning stages, even though 
Rutter said the city has 
enough equipment for two 
stations 
transportation department's 
division of highways. 
According to these 
ratings, the in >si hazardous 
crossing within the city 
limits is the Penn Central 
crossing on East Wooster 
Street 
OTHER HIGH risk areas 
are the Penn Central 
c rnssings al East Poe Road 
and (lough Street and the 
Baltimore and Ohio crossing 
on West Wooster Street. 
Hoffman said the Penn 
Central crossing at Wooster 
Street is already equipped 
with mechanical warning 
devices, so the legislation 
would not affect it " 
The city has considered 
grade separations for the 
Wooster . Tossing, but 
building an overpass or 
underpass presents 
engineering and financial 
problems. Hoffman said 
City fire chief Howard 
Rutter said the new legisla- 
tion will "apparently let 
Penn Central and other rail- 
roads in Ohio off the hook ' 
The burden of improving 
railroad crossings will "now 
be on the state. ' he said 
Rutter said the city has 
already ordered new non- 
mechanical warning signs 
for crossings within the city 
limits "When they come in. 
well install them.'" he said 
THE  CITY has also cut 
Save the News 
Car Wash GULF — 
gas 
15 gal. Free wash 
10 gal. .50 
5 gal. .75 
RAIN CHECK 
Alpha Chi"s — 
Pledges Are Glad 
To Be On 
A WINNING TEAM! 
— Flaming "18' 
V. BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS 
519 Ridge St. 
• 2 bdrm. furnished apts. 
• Fully carpeted 
• Laundry Facilities 
$130 per month 
Summer Rate 
(Occupancy 1-4 Persons) 
CALL 352-071 7 
or 352-7660 
- FEATURING - 
Char Broiled Steaks and 
Chops 
Full   Course   Family 
Dinner 
1! VARIETIES 
PANCAKES   4    WAF- 
FLES 
Open  Tues   thru   Sat. 
7:30-8 
Sundays 7:30 - 7.00 
l!J EAST WOOSTER 
BAMJl KTItOOM 
NOON SPECIALS DAILY 
t^/^mtmt/f/k ■».«H7W«»"^»'»' i^/w —  'if'*,,,Vf 
^<&£ax\& WJA. 
All 
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 
in May 
BLUE ICE 
With Syd Scott 
THE 
OF BOWLING GREEN 
1550 E. Wooster 
■<Ww»  i»'i,i«/i'i    y.i.i.y.»» 
weeds and bushes ob- 
structing the view along the 
crossings 
He said a construction 
project to improve the Kast 
I'oe Road crossing has been 
authorized, but the city is 
still "not sure'' on the sche- 
dule for proceeding with the 
project 
He indicated the ciiv is 
having some difficulties ob- 
taining cooperation from the 
I'enn Central line to Improve 
the crossings 
launch pads As electrical 
power surged through the 
two rockets, the launch 
teams monitored thousands 
ol systems in the complex 
space hardware 
A STRIKE of tracking 
station technicians, which at 
one tune threatened to delay 
the start of Skylab. was 
settled yesterday with a 
tentative agreement 
between the International 
Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers. Local 2088. and the 
Hcndix Field Engineering 
Division 
Conrad. Weitz and Kerwin 
remain in quarantine quar- 
ters at the Johnson Space 
Center, the working home of 
the spacemen near Houston 
The astronauts started the 
quarantine April 24 as part 
of a program to prevent 
their being exposed to 
diseases which could disable 
them during the four week- 
long mission 
THE   ASTRONAUTS  are 
spending their time in 
quarantine practicing 
phases of the mission using 
simulators in Houston 
The astronauts' four-week 
mission aboard Skylab will 
end on June 12 when the) 
reboard the Apollo com- 
mand ship and return to 
earth 
Skylab will spend two 
months orbiting unmanned 
A second crew will board the 
space station in August and 
their mission will lasl 56 
days A third crew is to 
rocket up to lr" lab in 
November, also for Jtdayi 
Now    hiring    waiters,    bartenders, 
cocktail   waitresses,   door   hostesses, 
cooks,  kitchen help,  and  lunch wait- 
resses. 
(STEAK U(^ALE. 
RESTAURANTS 
OF AMERICA. INC. 
We 
earni 
e 
Steal 
(Across from S 
offer above averac 
ngs, flexible hours 
mployee benefits. 
Apply in person daily horn 1   5 
al 
[ and Ale Restai 
2009 So. Reynolds 
iouthwyck Mall — Only 20 Mi 
and 
irant 
n. from BGSU) 
P-af* llh. M N.w. Thunrfoy, May 10. 1973 
FBI linked to protests 
WASHINGTON (API 
FBI agent* and inlormers 
infiltrated the leadership of 
most fiTOups that demon 
straled at the national poli- 
tical conventions last 
summer and took part in 
planning protests, a Justice 
Department source said yes 
terdav 
The source said he 
attended several depart- 
ment meetings at which 
convention intelligence 
reports from the KM and 
other federal agencies, 
including Army intelligence, 
were discussed 
He  said then Atty    n™ 
Kichard (i   Kleindienst ran 
International students 
to stage Austrian play 
Kour    international    itu 
ilcnls     will     present     a 
dramatic   reading   "I     Sell 
Accusation'  tonight .H H m 
the     Commuter     (enter 
lounge 
The  play   is  by  Austrian 
author   Peter   Handke.   .1 
symbolic      ligure      in 
contemporary    German 
experimental literature 
Sell Accusation' deals 
with language and how 
people acquire  il    ll  shows 
■is people become obsessed 
with acquiring language, the 
result may be that they are 
not speaking the language, 
but the language is 
controlling them 
The play, which will be 
read in Knglish. is sponsored 
by the World Student Associ 
alion and is free and open to 
I he public 
lie  tune of  the  reading 
was    listed    incorrectly    in 
Monday's Green sheet 
the meetings and former 
FBI acting director L. 
Patrick Oray III and Robert 
Mardian, a former top 
department official who 
then was a staff member of 
the Committee for the Re- 
election of the President, 
attended them The careers 
ol all three men later were 
touched by the Watergate 
scandal 
The source said he did not 
know the names ol any of 
the groups the Mil infil- 
trated or of any protest 
planning that undercover 
agentl and informers may 
have prompted during the 
Miami Beach. Kla . conven- 
tions of the Democratic and 
Republican parties 
AN FBI spokesman said 
the bureau maintains 
surveillance through agents 
and informants on groups 
deemed a threat to national 
security He said there were 
such groups in Miami Beach 
"This does not mean we 
had informants in legitimate 
peace groups.'' be added. 
The source said that 
Mardian. head of the Justice 
Department's Internal 
Security Division until 
March 1972. had no status 
within the department at the 
tune of the meetings. His 
job then was solely with the 
re-election committee. No 
representative of the Demo- 
cratic Party ever attended 
the meetings, he said. 
By the tune demonstra- 
tors arrived in Miami Beach 
in early July, be said. Gray 
reported that the Kill was 
taking part in the planning 
and policy decisions of most 
of the protestors' groups 
DURING THE conven- 
tions, the source said. Gray 
told an official. "One of our 
people is a nude girl in 
there" On several occa- 
sions during both conven- 
tions, young demonstrators 
swam nude in the public pool 
at People's Park 
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May 12 (Saturday) 
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UAO says 
Couples Dutch Doubles 
Bowling 
Top 3 places awarded Trophies 
*3.50 per team 7:00 or 8:30 shift 
Sign up in UAO office 
Remember Mother's Day 
with something for her 
leisure hours 
The French Knot 
Where    today's     Hobbies    will     be 
tomorrow's Heirlooms. 
Corner of Main and Court Sts. 
fi^ 
COCKTAIL lOVNCt 
BOWLING GREEN O 
^BOWLES 
NITE CLUB 
Wednesday 50-50 Nite 
Thursday 2 for 1 Nite 
Now Appearing 
Wed., Thur., Fri., Sat. 
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893 S. Main St. - 352-9074 
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ACROSS                                            Geraint'a wile. 
1   Id..HI'   ahoul.                                    45 Throw oil. 
1 9. 1 4 1 5 r 7 1 ' 1 ,c II 12 •3 - '8 ,0 % ■ T? 
III   Overlook.                                                                      DOWN 
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MtroHMH:                                           Abbr. 
I'hrase.                                                   ;   H. | ,.,.,] to a 
It Warehousing:                                           athool: Abbr. 
Abbr.                                                      g Track event.. 
20 llance.                                                    o Talkn ahoul. 
21 Tie.                                                        |0 i .nil elub. 
13 Ru'.ed                                                 |,  Ql the interval 
mil i .1 ilil.il I -!                                                       „ hrn lhf mn„n 
?6 ?7 78 r°   1 ■ 31 ■ 
01 ■»= ■M 
37 H ■ 
50 ■ H 
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-'■ *«!»•, .                                                Ii invisible. 
26 Stood in awe.                                     „   ,r,|.,ndi,. 
Ill   lo"«.                                                          narrative. 
"  ■ •""     .                                               1.1  Prinlini term, 
eompanioi...                                        „ „.,„  ,„,„,, 
11    Klike animal.                                   JJ   KarKhour. 
16 Out. in So.                                          „ RrV€||, 
. I.'-   ,i                       M En 
.17   Do a rookin, ,oh.                                  ,,   fhfu wi 
18
 ,.     '""I1',   ..                                            mavlie. 
VI   Loin ol India.                                          M    KnlBtM   ,,m 
"    I""""                                                           .9   Numeral. 
II   l.ke -ome                                                  j,   SmM   ,„„,, 
mum..                                             rriIrr 
U   Arabian                                               12 Sedate. 
1.1  I'm. up.                                              35  11, ,.,.,,.,-. 
1",   Mrddleil iwlthl.                                    30   prorrl,|i„.|,d. 
17 lllaek.                                                   |9  K.kimo.. 
1*'  Eventail '•■                                     ||   Athenian portico. 
,11   llather'. nerd.                                          , ,   s„,,po«e. 
il Sharp-honlrr.                                    ,, \( r.lrrnrI,. 
57 lot.                                                       16  Velvety planli. 
,H   Mihnuith  not                                    18 City in China. 
pretenti Ut.                                ,n Skein. 
Ml  Negative adverb.                             -,  simian tribe. 
61 Kormer riM                                            -,2   ||„nchc.:   Mini, 
lady.                                                    ,,  Meagphil deity. 
62 Ki«   Wrfcl.                                                               .-,5   (   nlleen'. inv 
61 Bluer.                                     56 shoe pan. 
64 Nanie«akc» of                                  -,g |>ropo.al. 
60 51 51   1 ■ 54 55 '■ 
57 1 " ! ■ < " 1 " 63 64 6, 
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Thursday 
Qt. Coke Night 
reg. 35c 
Tonite 25d: 
On any order of pizza. 
Don't forget about the 
LUNCH TIME SPECIAL 
CALL DOMINO'S for the BESJl  352-5221      The Pizza People, Period 
THE   vVT/.AHl) OF ID 
HIS MMESTY,. 
THE KIN6-OFIDF 
'■-    if 
u 
^AN&WN6 
&AN6MN0 jaw 
Tip  TrtANK toUR. 
-VE.V Fj>e TH£. TWENir 
JVH GAurre — 
—    r o J c 
by   Brant porker and   Johnny hart 
C. *NP "4vt    «''.'"FR     \ 
■»*■»"  CLaSSIFIED ■■*«»■■ 
* \MI'IS(   MKM'AH 
Thursday. M*y 11  H73 
I'lii'u- will IN- .1 rrt-iufdinry U'tiurc on TransrvndrnUl 
Mitlu.iiion for IbOH who have ..iirmliil jn Inlroductory 
i ..viuro .ii 3 pin m us Lift Scwan I.WK 
Ih.'ir  Mill   In- .i   IVsliuionial  Mct'tin* ol  ihi-  t hnsiun 
si ifn. i- Orgenuulton al I JOpm in I'rouii'hjpt'l 
IV BIS School >•> Si-u Defttuc v.ill mtti iff 30pm in213 
Women i in*in 
h (• s I   K.IT .tit- club will nu'ii (rom - ■* pm in \ht Pomm 
oi tin- Mmil'ni SwvRfi HiiiK Open ii* ••il 
iiittf win w .i wiiiiirii -> iu'i.1 hocke) meetinn .ii ^ 10pm 
m 100 Women s iiuu: 
iiiti.  wui iv .i ritp.ii.iiDtv lecture on rrancendenul 
MediUtion lor thoie who have allcnded in Inlroductory 
U'lturi- .ti H pm MI iIJ i.Hi* Science m«i»: 
i here will bent hnpier meetinn ol Inter Vanity iTirnttun 
Ki'iiowship.ii S|HII m iiu- Alumni Room ol ihel'mon 
Pentecostal Bible Claw will meet -ii » pm m iht' l VF 
I'entci 
HI I IKS 
Nit*J rule to N .1 wtt-kiTnl 
ol M.i. ll IS Will pus Call 
Kuss .to." 0343 
LOST 
Loll IU.W ki.-ii iimhK'ii.i 
Reward  CallSTS l«M 
Loal wire frame ulaaae* 
blue vellon i white caae n 
an> mi.'..iii i ,iih\ j iitt.1 
SKRVk'KSOFKKRKU 
Kot emotional and material 
pregnanci an) callV3-SXM 
\uto Kepaii \ v\ \ 
Uometlic LYRIC into i- 
s Mam 363 7031 
HKI.I'NS \N IKD 
w.iiir.'N*. wanted   Panliaii 
l'i//.i   \ppi\ in person  uw 
S   M-nti 
Kemale MuoVnt wanted to 
live wiih lacully couple 
befuuuni, in lall r'ree room 
,v board in «-\' banpe lor 
iikiht duties fall 353 73M 
.tiifi h 
l'i//.i drivers lor \l i.i ^ 
late week A. weehenoi Must 
have < .o \ppi\ evenmi " * 
pm 
|ij\ camp stall lor H whs 
ihis summer iiider hinh 
-rhooi j. mllefe itudems 
apply at Weal roledo 
YMt'A MM rrernainsville 
lui robldu tNuo WI3 or 
. .ill Km Km kson 175 MM 
\lpha iviui fi needs .1 
busbo* houM-bov I<H next 
year 11 mterrated call .IT:' 
aiotur interview 
OIMMHTI MTV f-Olt 
SUMMER r MI'LOYMKNT 
Monda) ihru Pmlai 9b lor 
.iu.iiiiir«i male or lemate m 
ihild care .in»i supervision 
in .mi lionu- Children ajteti 
and *»   lioderate salary. 01 
room .iiul Uurd    .nlililnMi.il 
benefits upon neitotiation 
i ontaet Mrs Bdwardi -M 
0M3 after 0 pm 
PERSONALS 
I- HKK  I'l I'l'ltCS   bkw I ft 
whii«-  t> »h>   I'll   353-3401 .»t 
...»<•:?* 
.  I  SlO\|       tt HUMMi 
it IN US bv cm i IP 
MON WN at th,- Workinn 
ii.ind frail Center 115 
Coaneaul 
On Krnte) the si^% will run 
and I.HI 
irii'ii to Iht' lea (o drown il 
.ill 
i in  Saturday   ai  nt».m  the 
lames «<• plat. 
i.K'\ re   silu   bui   urn  .ni 
Uerbi i>a\ 
Hook ronaralulaltons on 
beini elected rKKSemeaM 
\i \nn« I s i   Candy 
Vvd J lukt'l Itir ihr Indv 
v<Hi i .ill \ \o Ufiice lor 
inlorniaUttn J .'..4. 
del psyched lor Kretscher 
Beef Blast on May n 
rVaiunni: Jahc McCabe at 
Kresscher   Cafeteria   y M 
I 01 
ConfratslatlOM Nan ami Kit 
t»n your enajaajernenl The 
U'st ol iu«k lorevei lo tx»ih 
of von Love Heb*. Hob 
Si'hmiftmas     lalors   have 
iH-i-ii >|H>IIIH) on iiw bank> ol 
the Maurncc 
sin Kp 5 ConKralulaliotiv on 
iiw Hviu Even ihtHi|.h we 
didn't show ,i grand luwle nl 
the Beta ai kraal we not to 
inin yours al the lea' !"• H 
m*ar ItrolhciN ol Menu I'in 
Kpsilon      Hi Hi Hi 
I beta l lu -   Were   KaSl   run 
.ii ihf Pledae Da> t.-a  I'hi 
Mu sviv Ihanks1 
N.I«* I \d\ me down to sleep 
I know IHtun will bv .1 »;.»^l 
Chaplin inr ivki- Congralu 
laiions 1111 proud ol von 
L«Ann 
V»AK Someone from 110 
imalh made it Confrats <>n 
vour enftagement Love 
Mom .ind Bark 
Phi iH'its ihanhs lor ih«- 
tea Wb.ii .i ^.KKI tune 
rbe Alpha Uam i 
Broihi'i * ol ilpha Sajtma I'hi 
real!) know how to lop ofl 
the Beu' [funks for ■ pood 
Ibnc and .» treat u?aM 
Slaters of \ipha I'hi 
\\«Tkiv  and  Bill   conaxatu 
lalHHM on   VOUI    \lpha t'hl 
Kappa Stf pinning Love the 
\\ i 
way t.' go   Hots    i ongrats 
on    voui    lavaliering1 
Uamma I'hi s 
\luth lhanx lo the BrollH-rs 
ol nsftaChi for a reall> fine 
lea   Hie \< > 
slun rlappv 23nd bnthda\ 
Maybe Laball ■ Blue nittn 
Love inufhh  Chubs 
rhe sisters are good «'»:»;• 
ihanks lor ihc breahlasi 
lh»- Baby Sojuwrefs 
ihc Brothers ol  l*t Kappa 
\lph.i    sure    know    how    lo 
celebrate n*» pledges' 
■ hanks   tor   a   great   lea' 
Si>trr> ol   Vlpha I'hi 
Kappa lvita > aro having .i 
. ar wash from lOaffl to Iptii 
s.it May 13 al ih*- Sohw 
Stalun i cornet .»t l*rosped 
and K Wooster* to suppon 
tlu-ir footer dautihu-r in s 
\ u«i Nam IV coat i* fi t» 
per i .ir 
SAX OK r\ KH\ 
MOMENT 
OK 
Mtiit  it  again   Joe   lor old 
lame - sake   it w.i^ a grand 
part\   indeed   one like never 
before or pvei .itjm   rhe 
Co-op spirit we ean make it 
bap(M'n     It *    been   a   vert 
good year   1'he B c. Student 
I ivnp 
STORI M'li l\l 1 S I-on 
MOTHER III MMl i > 
i OLLEl Tint     l'i.\ I h s 
If \Mi\1 \HK ll- VtKI.KN 
\TVATANS  UNN   MAIN 
FORSAI I 
ioi  sale   i heap living at 
• omodatKHi    13b. H    mobile 
home  on  nice    large  lot 
vvail  \ut ot Sept   63 
Kor Sale  Honda i L350 K.i 
enerllent eondilion   Kevin .' 
Crauji K track tuner record 
n  must sen lien 353 wn 
^^•ub.l      equipment        good 
rondllion cheap  153 7100 
Elcctrophonic H irack 
Mereo Dual musH system 
\\1 I- \] THu.itl lu-st of in 
173 1353 
I    bike  safely   flag   Price 
MM f'h 313 ^.i^* 
:: Opel iwi* statwn wagon 
l M stereo system B*'st 
oiler  f'h 3534154 
Muln taiiuU   garape   sale 
Kn     \     Sat      V      hum 
clothing lovs tti uiw- 
Revere Or 
73 Nov.i >s 3504bbt i gem 
buigund\ IMW 5000 mi 
Call 373 iai 
I'oiaroki Squan Shootei 
camera new ret *.«■> lot 
tis DanSM 1405 
:i MO Midget ii7.ni \\l 
l-\l 150f. 
\ sale OS Honda 300- evei 
. ond      353 OM 
3yr old girls bake 30 biue& 
silver    «.in   353 0030  attei 
Peach laced    love bud 
iiios   old   l'artlv tamed    L53 
71    finlo    M'dan      4 ->\H 
, all055-30H 
ni Vespa s. i 
in . OEK 
KVKK\ riHMi      IN 
ON 
Ol K 
i IhO .. 4 
geai liood running 
condition *i«t Helmet and 
lew brand new parts tree 
,.4.i Palmer si apt tt No 
ptsone 
KOR RENT 
\C\HrMIN IN KOR 
RENT 353-0370 
12 female roomnuteis   lor 
summer \. ri»-< Irom 
KowBders 353 .*.«.; 
Ureenvtew iparimcnls 
si MM EH ^ KALI leaoes 
available   1 bdnn    3 bdnn 
4      ell        available        Spe, lal 
summer rates Call 353 1105 
iM Stop bv 
tvailable   lall  .\   summei 
taaei I lose t. . ampus 
Phone 62 1073  fl 
Want* :    H ■    -    now 
and '•■ through summct 
Ni.t iituntion  I :  I 
.' M v needed lo subli 
tor    the    summei     Own 
bedroom June rent Ire* 
S Prospn t  634000 Pal 
House lo MJMel loi sun 
I    or     4     nun      an 
I ■-    plus ele. t 
63  47'4 
Nee.l I OT 3 f i mint lot 
summer  i all 353 iOOS 
vFAHTMENTS      KOH 
IIKN1   ... 
kpts and rooms lot sum \ 
tall  Near «ampus  I'll   63 
Want to sublet 1 M'n 
tt.r summei   »all 1-eslk* - 
407 
reachers grad student* 
voung workiru; people lurn 
J bdrm apt lor summei 
I'b 3524101 mornings 
1 iH'tirui furnished apl ior 
lummef Great price 62 
5370 
Summei     sublet     w tall 
option 1 tut r ni turn apt 
V i    Pool  5145 mo   6. 
.tlter J 
i 2Ksum **' mo  v»: ;IOJ 
Ueluxe In   I hdrm   lurn apl 
.ivail    June   tilh    v kv 
i mv   63 5000 
l bdrm turn married 
.••uple I14v mo Openings 
June 154 .u> sepf  I  I I 
I VROl    .'   BDRM     UTS 
KOH 4 Mi DENTS   M- \H 
IOV.KKS  I'H 
kpts tor summei \ lall 
rental Special summei 
rates I bl.Kk lu campus 
\ppiv Hanibhn Cleaners or 
..ill 353-4073 befon i pm or 
I  after 0 
\V \H r\lr N rS KOH 
HKNl   63-0370 
Summer    apt      Cheap      .' 4 
persons 154 1712 
Mil US I IN \1 %\OH 
\r\Hi\iKNrs 
NOW LEASING 
KOH si MMEH 
U'SPKCULK \1K> 
phoM 
N WNK MMRTMENTS 
I .  1057  353 3*05 
Classifieds  get results 
Thundoy. May 10, 1*73. Th. fJG N.w./Pog« * 
The p/Jghf of 
the 'best and 
brightest1 
By Kitkv Freie 
NewiEtUter 
In 1961. former president John K 
Kennedy launched his New Frontier 
with a formidable array of bright 
young minds-brilliant men who would 
bring a new rational approach to 
America's foreign and domestic 
problems 
In 1964-65. former President Lyndon 
B Johnson initiated his own Great 
Society with many of the same 
intelligent men 
Yet both presidents, armed with 
what was called the best and the 
brightest the nation had to offer, led 
the United States into a disastrous no- 
win war in Vietnam that eventually 
divided the nation and scarred its 
domestic programs 
HOW COULD it have happened with 
men like Robert McNamara. energetic 
head of the Ford Motor Co.? Or 
McGeorge   Bundy,   a   new   kind   of 
Harvard dean'' Or Maxwell Taylor, the 
civilians' civilized general? 
How could it have happened with any 
of them? 
Veteran reporter David Halberstam 
took a hard look at the Kennedy 
administration whiz kids, and came up 
with some frightening answers in his 
66&-page   The Best and the Brightest 
Book Review 
The book is not only an analysis of a 
frustrated attempt to maintain the 
unage of the I'mted States as the mosl 
powerful nation in the world, but also a 
revealing account of the lives of the 
men who made that attempt 
Halberstam began with research on 
a magazine article about Bundy that 
suddenly exploded into a full-scale 
investigation of all the Kennedy and 
Johnson advisors The result is a tragic 
account of men who were so brilliant in 
some ways and so utterly blind in 
others 
Mathematically innul.il men who 
believed, almost to the bitter end. that 
a rational formula could be applied to 
an irrational ideological battle in 
Southeast Asia and still produce a 
ration'-I result 
"CAN DO" men from their 
illustrious college days to their dew -cm 
on the nation's capital, who couldn I 
believe that the logical approaches 
dreamed up in Washington wouldn't 
produce logical results in Vietnam 
Brilliant men who decided Vietnam 
would be saved or else, and to help the 
salvation along its way. surrounded 
themselves with other men who 
believed as they did and did not ask 
questions 
Hational men who believed th*' world 
was conceived in statistics and would 
be delivered through statistics because 
statistics never lie They always 
produce rational, logical, can do' 
answers 
Intertwined with the lives of these 
advisors is the life of a nation and its 
almost paranoid desire to fend off the 
Communists at all costs 
HALBERSTAM blends his history of 
Kennedy-Johnson men and the 
decisions made in the 1960s with an 
analysis of events in earlier admini 
strations which naturally led to the 
crusading spirit of the New Frontier 
F.vents which. Halberstam tells us. 
also naturally led to defeat and hunuli 
ation at the hands of guerrillas who. 
even as late as 1961. were considered 
inconsequential nuisances 
At times the book is difficult-turn 
the page and you jump from Dean 
Husk's boyhood to a policy meeting in 
1963, then back to the fears ol the 
McCarthy era 
And after spending so much lime 
analyzing the tortuous days in the early 
1960s when this country slowly added 
manpower to its commitment in 
Vietnam, it seems almost criminal 
that so little emphasis is placed on the 
thousands of men who actually fought 
and died there for nothing 
YET THE book manages to hang 
together in spite of its historical 
digressions Its organization can be 
frustrating, but it hardly equals the 
frustration produced by the story 
itself- frustration so acute at tunes you 
want to grab McNamara or Johnson or 
Taylor or Husk and shout. I..»>k you 
fools, can't you see what's 
happening0" 
But they don't see until it's too late- 
and some never do Halberstam uses 
months of investigation to tell us why 
they were so blind 
HalbersUim's book may not be the 
definitive statement on Vietnam, but it 
offers an intriguing look at the 
powerful elite that accelerated the 
war It's the personalized version of 
the Pentagon Papers 
Bodies. . . plus something extra 
"Bodies Plus" is not a 
sexist attraction designed to 
cater to the chavaumstic 
tendicies of the males on 
campus it is a dance event 
scheduled to be performed 
this weekend in the Student 
Services Forum 
The    University    Per 
forming Dancers under the 
direction of Margit Heskett. 
associate   professor   iPhys 
K.I and Recreation i. will be 
presenting Bodies Plus." 
May Hand 12at8 15 pm 
The dance event will 
include both improvised and 
choreographed dances 
presented in a surrealistic, 
modern Bauhaus style per 
formance More than 30 
students will participate in 
the program 
The title explains what the 
Computer science 
society initiates 10 
Body 
language 
N« wtphoro by Fr«d Ronmon 
Melam« Stinson, sophomore (liberal Studies) ..lerfectt "Subconscious," a 
dance she has choroographod for "Bodws Plus." The dance program will be 
presented by the University Performing Dancers tomorrow and Saturday at 
8:15 p.m. in the Forum, Student Services Bldg. 
Ten students were 
initiated last week into the 
Distinguished Honor Society 
ol Computer Science 
They are Dave Holcomb. 
senior. Doyt Perry Jr., 
senior, tierald Colvin. 
junior, Kent Johnson, 
sophomore. Dianna Dakes, 
junior.     Sandra     Kelly, 
MI n 1111 Thomas 
Montgomery, junior. Keith 
Krueger. junior. Michael 
Duffy, junior, and Dan 
llendricks. junior 
All are in the College of 
Arts and Science* 
Suspect's trial-like a circus' 
MADISON.  Wis   iAPi - 
K.irleton L Armstrong, 
accused of arson and 
murder in the 1970 bombing 
of a University of Wisconsin 
building, has accused the 
prosecution of treating him 
like an animal in a circus 
arena 
I don't want to be a 
spectator at my own trial." 
Armstrong said Tuesday in a 
60- minute telephone 
interview 
The lormer University of 
Wisconsin student tele- 
phoned The Associated 
Press in defiance of an 
injunction which bars him 
trom discussing the case 
with members of the press 
ARMSTRONG. 27. now 
held in Dane County Jail in 
lieu of 1450.000 bail, was in- 
dicted in the 1970 bombing of 
I W"s Army Mathematics 
Research Center  following 
antiwar demonstrations 
Robert Fassnacht. 33. a 
research physicist working 
in a laboratory, was killed in 
the    predawn    explosion 
Armstrong was arrested 
in Toronto. Ont.. after 18 
months on the FBI's list of 
most-wanted fugitives 
NEWSMEN HAD MADE 
several attempts to inter- 
view Armstrong, but Circuit 
Court Judge William 
Sachtjen last week ordered 
Armstrong not to discuss the 
case while using his jail tele- 
phone privileges 
Asst   Atty   (Jen   Douglas 
Haag contended interviews 
would create a "carnival- 
like atmosphere" around the 
trial, scheduled to begin 
June II 
Armstrong s reaction: i 
feel that because I have 
been prevented from 
making statements, a circus 
atmosphere has been set up. 
and I would prefer a 
carnival atmosphere, 
because a carnival lets 
people participate 
"WHAT THE attorney 
general is proposing is a 
circus where people can 
watch the trained animals 
perform, and I would be a 
spectator at my own trial " 
A motion filed last month 
by Armstrong's lawyer 
Melvin Greenberg. asks 
dismissal of the murder ami 
arson charges against 
Armstrong because of 
pretrial publicity 
"I'm in complete agree- 
ment with the motion." 
Armstrong said, "first of 
all.     because     of     the 
editorials,    particularity 
those printed right after the 
bombing of the Army math 
center 
"And because 1 was 
placed on the FBI's most 
wanted list, and classified a 
public enemy, 1 think 
newspapers have painted a 
picture of a mad bomber 
who doesn't have any 
scruples." 
EMOTIONAL 
AND MATERIAL 
PREGNANCY AID 
Mon. 11 a.m.-l p.m. 
T-R. 6 p.m.-9 p.m. 
Fri. 3 p.m.-6 p.m. 
Charities Board 
presents 
Sunday, May 13 
2:00 & 5:30 p.m. 
at 
Anderson Arena 
AL-LYN APARTMENTS 
801-803 Fifth Street 
Leasing to single persons 
or married couples 
BUMPUS-DAHMS APARTMENTS 
121-131 State Street 
4 students at $65.00/month each 
• 2 bedroom units furnished or unfurnished 
• close to campus 
• 24 hour office hours - 7 days a week 
• 9 to 12 month leases available 
• Reduced summer lease rates 
RENTAL OFFICE: FALCON PLAZA MOTEL OFFICE 
'across from Harshman dorm) 
353-9863  352-1973  352-5128 
UAO BOWLING TOURNAMENTS 
May 10 ■ Couples Dutch Doubles 
May 17 - Women's Best Ball Doubles 
May 23 - Men's Best Ball Doubles 
May 24 - Men's Best Ball Doubles 
iNIHYHlS Couples  $3 50>team 
Men's & Women's   t4 50'team 
DEPOSIT  $1 00 when vou sign up 
Trophies awarded for 1,2,3 places in each contest 
Sigi i up in UAO office now!!!! 
3-RINGS-3 
Massive Spectacle, 
Cinderella at the Coronation Ball! 
ELEPHANTS-WILD ANIMALS 
Adults 
Studtnti 
Pit Scnoolwi 
SI 50 
SI 00 
FREE 
Moms accompanied o> 
students admitted at 
btudent Price 
Tidets on sale in 
405 Student Services 
Lasalle's    Burring Green 
AIR CONDITIONED APTS. 
AVAILABLE 
803 & 815, 8th St. 
• 2 bdrm. furnished apts. 
• Fully carpeted 
• Laundry facilities 
$130 per month 
Summer Rate 
(Occupancy 1-4 Persons) 
Call 352-0717 
or 352-7660 
INSURANCE PRINCIPLES COURSE 
TO BE OFFERED SUMMER, FALL 
In the first session of the 1973 summer school and in each quarter of the 
academic year, the Department of Finance and Insurance will be offer- 
ing the course Principles of Risk and Insurance, which may be of interest 
to non-business students who wish fo learn about the insurance cover- 
ages that most individuals purchase and the different types of insur- 
ance companies. 
The course emphasizes insurance from the consumer viewpoint. It in- 
cludes such topics as automobile insurance, homeowner's insurance, 
life and health insurance, and selecting insurance coverages and the 
insurance company. The course will assist the student who wants to 
make intelligent decisions when purchasing insurance. Some attention 
will be given to the life insurance plani that are marketed on college 
campuses. 
There are no course prerequisites 
performance    is   about. 
according to Merry 1'ielila. 
sophomore i A&S > 
"Boole*   plus  lomething 
extra added to them which 
will make the body function 
or move in a different and 
more   distinct    way.''   she 
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THURSDAY SPECIAL 
An Affair & Fries 
Reg. 4.15        ONLY OH 
Across From The Football Stadium 
said 
If some people feel that 
we are unliberated. what- 
ever that means, and are 
only trying to appeal to a 
certain sex. then I advise 
they come this weekend and 
lind out what modern dance 
is all about.   1'ietila added 
Fact Line 372-2445 
Factory Demonstration Sale! 
at 
GROSS PN0T0 
BOWLING GREEN 
Thursday May 10 
WET DARKROOM DEMO 
Use the Yashica TL and see the results before 
leaving the store. 
NcwYASHICA 
TL ELECTRO 
• Professional Quality S.L.R. 
• Complete Lens Interchangeability 
• Shutter speeds from 1 sec. to 1/1000th 
sec, plusB. 
• New, shock-proof electronic meter tot per- 
fect exposures. 
Now, a prolessional-quality 35MM camera 
that's easy to use, easy to own. The TL-Elec- 
tro features a solid-state "brain" that simpli- 
fies operations. Makes it easy to take "pro" 
quality pictures. Stop by. We have it in stock. 
ANOTHER FIRST FOR 
GROSS PHOTO INTRODUCING 
YASHICA ft ELECTRO 
il't,: 
This ii ihi» tliTiii 
ofl jtlSlRi 
The New SLR Pacesetter 
Totally Electronic... 
Completely Automatic 
With IC Memory 
Computer Brain 
109 STATE ST. 
352-8160 
>io/Tt»ao 10. 1*73 
Country atmosphere appeals 
to first-year Falcon pitcher 
Young 
horler 
N«wtphoto by Mcucia J. Lanier 
Kip Young, freshman pitcher for the Falcon baseball team, 
leads the squad record-wise with a 5-1 mark. He needs two 
more wins to lie the tingle-season BG standard of seven wins. 
By Jack O'Breu 
AufjUat Sports Editor 
One way to improve one's 
individual sports skills is to 
play against someone 
better. 
Kip Young, a I'll", Ms- 
pound freshman, did just 
that 
' One important thing that 
made me better than the 
other kids in my high school 
was I played with guys three 
years older when I was in 
Little League.'' Young said 
"Playing against better 
guys makes you better ' 
A right-handed pitcher. 
Young leads the Falcon 
twirling staff with five 
victories He has a 2.00 KRA 
(earned run average I and 
has suffered only one set- 
back, a 4-0 loss against the 
University of Toledo 
My first gift that I can 
remember was a plastic bat 
and ball when I was three 
years old.'' Young said 
Raised on a farm. Kip 
began playing baseball with 
his older brother Hitch. 
"I grabbed my tobacco 
stick and started hitting 
rocks." Young said. "I 
wasn't a pitcher until I was 
10 years old when my 
brother hurt his arm and 
couldn't pitch any more. I 
used to play second base in 
Little League." 
A shortstop and all-state 
pitcher in high school. 
Young proved no slouch with 
the timber, batting 436 his 
senior year. 
During the summer 
months, he plays shortstop, 
and outfield and pitches for 
the Hillsboro American 
legion baseball team. 
While a junior in high 
school. Young had a 13-0 
pitching record and rapped 
13 home runs in American 
Legion action Last year, he 
posted an 11-3 record, hit six 
round trippers and batted 
410 
"LEGION ball is different 
than college." Ycung said 
There's more competition 
and     better    players     in 
college." 
The youngest of four 
children. Young helps his 
father and two older 
brothers farm 400 acres of 
land when he's home His 
hometown is Mowrystown 
(pop. 464). located about 15 
miles south of Hillsboro in 
southern Ohio 
I like farming cause it's 
out in the country." Young 
said "We don't have all this 
beeb. beeb noise that you 
find in the city Houses and 
people aren't all crowded 
together. 
"It's great out in the 
country If you get in a bad 
mood, you can walk out in 
the woods and sit down and 
pout Nobody will bother 
you. 
"People are different out 
on the farm than in the city. 
There's not as much 
emphasis on material 
things I like to live out in 
the country and do things 
like farmin . huntin' and 
lishin' " 
One of Young's hobbies is 
collecting Indian 
arrowheads from the 
surrounding farmland lies 
collected about 60 perfect 
ones since he began 
searching for them when he 
was    a    freshman   in   high 
school 
They re easy to look for. 
It's like looking for rocks. 
Young said "The time to 
look for them is after a hard 
rain when the sun comes out 
and the ground has been 
plowed It's a great hobby I 
really Idle it 
Arrowheads are worth 
about 13-$5 to other farmers 
They're probably not worth 
anything to city people 
They don' t want them " 
Bowling Green presented 
quite a change for Young 
The biggest change was 
all the people." he said 
IN ADDITION to the usual 
first quarter freshman 
adjustments of living away 
from home. Young had to 
adjust to a university with 
an enrollment of about 
15.000 Young's high school 
enrolled 200 students in 
grades nine through 12 His 
1972 graduating class of 60 
was the largest ever at 
Mowrystown high school 
Another new facet was 
Howling Green's geographic 
features. 
"I wasn't used to flat 
ground." Young said It's 
all hills where I live We live 
up on a hill and you can see a 
long way from our place " 
Young chose to be a 
college pitcher rather than 
play another position 
because of his baseball 
background and the fact that 
he has more confidence in 
his pitching than hitting His 
best pitches, he says, are a 
side   arm   fastball   and   a 
three-quarter arm curve 
ball that breaks down and 
out. 
In 36 innings, he has 
allowed 28 hits and struck 
out 28 batters He believes 
the key to a pitchers 
success in college baseball 
is control 
"I throw completely dif- 
ferent than any other 
pitcher. Young said Mj 
shoulders are my power for 
pitchin 
"I used to pitch overhand 
but I hurt my arm two vears 
ago in the state Legion 
tournament I had to change 
to a side arm delivery 
Young doesn l think 
baseball games in general 
are too long, although he 
admiLs they do drag on ,i 
little at times 
I don't think they should 
speed    it    up."    he    said 
Baseball  wasn't  supposed 
to be a speed-up game 
The designated hitter 
deal is a bunch of crap he 
added "It's changin 
baseball It should be the 
way it was. the way it IS in 
our league i Mid American 
('onf erence i 
UNLIKE the American 
League of professional base 
ball and sonic other college 
conferences the MAC does 
not employ the designated 
hitter rule The rule allows .i 
team to use a player to bat 
for the pitcher in the line up 
1  think  a pitcher should 
hit." said Young, who is 
three-for-eight at the plate 
this season for a 375 
average 
Young believes some 
pitchers can be good hitters 
if they are given a chance 
He does admit that some 
do not even Idt the bat off 
their shoulders when they 
get to the plate. 
"A pitcher is not an 
automatic out." Young said 
He feels good when he gets 
a hit If he strikes out. so 
what' They're not supposed 
to be hitters anyway." 
Defensively. Young thinks 
smaller pitchers have an 
advantage over the taller 
moundsmen 
The bigger guys have got 
a disadvantage fielding-wise 
cause they re not as quick 
as smaller guys." he said 
lleing a defensive pitcher. 
I ve saved a lot of hits " 
Young hopes to play pro 
ball after he graduates 
I think I've got a chance 
I've got to keep improving." 
be said 
With 15 games remaining 
on the Falcon baseball 
schedule. Young has a good 
shot at tying or breaking the 
modern BG pitching record 
for the most wins in one 
season Jim Meerpohl set 
the record at seven last 
year 
It's five down, two to tie 
and three to take it all for 
the freshman right-hander 
irom Mowrystown 
Ruggers seek vengeance 
Howling Green's rugby 
learn (aces a busy schedule 
beginning today with a 
match with Defiance 
College at Poe Ditch 
Memorial Field at 5 p.m 
Saturday will be an even 
bigger day for the Hi; 
ruggers,   however,   as   the 
Lacrosse squad whips OWU 
Playing   in   what   coach 
Mickey Cochrane called 
the must complete game 
we've played all year." the 
Palcofl stickers trampled 
the Bishops of Ohio 
Wesleyan. 17 8. yesterday at 
the stadium 
The      Kalcon     victory 
crushed .ill  hope that OWU 
would get a bid to the post 
season United States Inter- 
collegiate Lacrosse Associ- 
ation Tournament (USILAI 
KG. however, still has a 
chance to sec tournament 
play 
Sophomore     attackman 
Verne Zabck set two school 
records   yesterday   as   he 
picked up one goal and nine 
assists The nine assists 
were a new mark Zabek and 
Laddie lloryl were co- 
liolders of the previous 
assist record of six 
Zabek also broke the 
record for total points 
scored in a single game His 
10 game points bettered the 
Montreal, Chicago resume play 
MONTREAL   (API I 
can't explain it, really It 
was .i Wide-Open game on 
both sides, said Montre.il 
Coach Scotty Bowman in the 
understatement ot Tuesday 
night's record shattering 
Stanley (up shootout 
Chicago Black Hawks 
prevailed 8 7 over Montreal 
to cut the Canadiens' lead to 
32 in the best-of-scven 
series which now moves to 
Chicago lor the sixth game 
It   will   be   nationally   tele 
Vised tonight at 8 p m KDT- 
NBC 
II a seventh game is 
needed, it will be played in 
Montreal Sunday afternoon 
"UNBELIEVABLE," was 
the word used in both 
dressing rooms after the 
game 
I was silling on the bench 
praying, said Stan Mikita. 
the Black Hawk star who 
scored two goals and added 
two assists to the Chicago 
total 
The two teams battled to a 
2-2 tie in the first period and 
then pumped in eight goals 
in the second period with the 
Hawks scoring five to take a 
7-5 lead which they never 
relinquished 
The eight goals in one 
period and 15 in the game set 
Stanley Cup records 
I ve never seen anything 
like it." said Frank 
Mahovlich 
old   mark   of   nine   set   bv 
lloryl 
The Bishops drew first 
blood when they scored with 
only 20 seconds gone. 
THE FALCONS scored on 
Bob Decker's goal. Irom 
Zabek. Paul Wayne scored 
on an assisted by Zabek. and 
sophomore Rich Alpert 
tallied on an unassisted 
play 
OWU picked up two more 
goals in the firsl period to 
tie the score as the second 
quarter got underway. 
BG totaled four goals in 
the second period as Wayne 
scored unassisted. the 
Decker from Zabek 
combination picked up two 
more goals, and co-captain 
l-eif F.lsmo took a pass from 
C.A. Beach 
BG exploded in the second 
half as Bill Grimes opened 
the third period with back- 
to-back unassisted goals 
The     inspired    Falcons 
punched in five more goals 
in the third period, while 
Wesleyan could only counter 
with two. 
In the fourth period BG 
grabbed three more goals, 
and OWU got one to end the 
scoring. 
Cochrane said yesterday's 
game was "the best we've 
played all year, and it was 
against a good team." 
Falcons travel to Columbus 
to meet Ohio State in four 
games 
Since we lost in the 
tournament (here last 
weekend I, the game has lost 
a lot of meaning for them, 
coach Tom llaigh said of the 
Buckeyes 
MaJgh said the tournament 
"was supposed to be for the 
Midwest championship 
"I CAN assure you that it 
hasn't lost any meaning for 
us A lot of old-timers on the 
team would like to finish 
their career with a win over 
OSI 
The bad taste everyone's 
got in their mouths from 
losing the MAC won't be so 
bad if we win this weekend 
We've flubbed two of our 
goals (undefeated season. 
MAC championshipi and I'd 
hale to flub the last one 
(beatOSUl " 
In the latest published 
national poll. Bowling Green 
dropped from number five 
to number 17 
Ohio University moved ii|> 
to number nine in national 
ranking and Miami 
advanced to 12th  Ohio Stale 
is the number (our team in 
the poll 
Overall. BG is 15-3 for the 
season The B team is unde- 
feated at 6-0 
Kent's Tinker gains 
MAC player honors 
COLUMBUS. (AIM 
Olympian Gerald Tinker of 
Kent State, who equalled 
two world sprint records in a 
meet last weekend with 
Western Michigan and 
Kastern Michigan, has been 
named the Mid-American 
Conference Athlete of the 
Week 
The 511" junior from 
Miami. Fla . blazed to a 9.1 
triumph in the 100-yard dash 
and then ripped off a 220 win 
in 20 seconds flat 
To cap it o(l. Tinker came 
(rom second place as 
anchorman in the relay to 
give the Flashes a tie with 
WMU lor meet honors with 
~2 and one-half points 
apiece 
Other nominees lor 
Athlete of the Week were 
trackster Lew Maclin of 
Bowling Green, pitcher Bob 
K o c i s k y of Central 
Michigan, outfielder Windle 
La Fe ver of K a s t e r n 
Michigan, outfielder Dennis 
Smith of Miami, catcher 
Steve Swisher of Ohio 
University, pitcher Neal 
Mersch of Toledo and 
vaulter Jim Williams of 
Western Michigan 
V    * 
Today at Ice Arena courts 
Tennis team faces OU 
v 
By Dai Gar!isM 
The Falcon nelters will 
try to make it four victories 
in a row today when they 
take on Ohio University in a 
rescheduled Mid-American 
Conference tennis match 
Last  Thursday's original 
date with the Bobcats was 
rained out    Todays   match 
''begins at 2 30 p.m. on the 
tee Arena courts 
This is the last home 
match of the season for 
coach Bob Gill's netters A 
victory over the Bobcats 
would assure Bowling Green 
of a winning season with two 
road encounters left on the 
schedule 
Tuesday's encounter with 
Toledo was also 
rescheduled The Falcons 
travel   to   the   Glass   City 
Tuesday. May 15. for a 2 30 
p m . match with the 
Rockets 
THE OU match could be 
crucial for some BG netters. 
as they will be trying to 
secure a tournament seed 
this week before entering 
matches with powerful 
Toledo and Miami 
Dan Ryan, the Falcons 
number three singles ace. 
has won two straight league 
matches and needs two 
more to nab a tourney seed 
Ron Dredge will put his 
undefeated MAC mark (2-0) 
on the line today in an 
attempt to edge his way 
towards a tourney selection 
in the number five spot 
Dredge missed the Kastern 
and Central Michigan league 
tilts 
After a brilliant 6-1 singles 
start, (reshman Doug 
Dennis has gone 1-4 since the 
Kastern Michigan match 
April 19 Dennis still holds a 
respectable (ourth singles 
mark o( 7-5. and 2-2 in 
conference competition 
Tom l.ightvoet. the 
Falcons co-captain and first 
singles leader, holds the 
team's best singles record. 
9-3. and is undeleated in the 
league. 4-0. 
TIM HOOVER, the team s 
number two singles man. 
has a 4-8 overall record, 
while sixth singles man Tim 
Howell owns a 7-5 mark 
Howell is tied with Dennis 
for second place with seven 
victories 
Coach Gill, now 3-0 for 
predictions. forecasts 
another 5-4 match today 
"The match will go 5-4 
either way." he said "We 
have two matches that I 
believe we can take, and 
Ohio has three The other 
four are toss-ups." 
Attacker 
Newisheto by Morcio J. Lamer 
Sophomore oltockman Verne Zabek Ml two Falcon records yesterday as BG 
boat Ohio Weileyan, 1 7-i, at the Stadium. Zabek set now marks for total 
points in a tingle fame (10) ond •Marts in one contest (9). 
